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I N T R O D U C T I O N
In the sequel, K is a n o n - a r c h i m e d e a n  v a l u e d  field, c o m p lete, 
w i t h  r e sidue class field k. Our aim is to p r e s e n t  r e a s o n a b l e  
d e f i n i t i o n s  for a f u n c t i o n  f : X ■> K  to be " m o n o t o n e " . (X is a s u b ­
set of K ) . Since K  a d m i ts  n o  o r d e r i n g  in the u s u a l  s e n s e  it is n o t
p o s s i b l e  to j u s t  f o r m a l l y  take over the c l a s s i c a l  d e f i n i t i o n s .  Thus,
f
w e  consider s t a t e m e n t s  for f : 3R^-3R, e q u i v a l e n t  to "f is m o n o t o n e " ,  
and such that these s t a t e m e n t s  have t r a n s l a t i o n s  in K. t h a t  m a k e  
sense. This w a y  w e  o b t a i n  s e v e r a l  d e f i n i t i o n s  of "f : X -*■ K  is 
m o n o t o n e ",  w h i c h  are c l o s e l y  r e l a t e d  (although n o t  e q u i v a l e n t ) .
In S e c t i o n  1 w e  i n t r o d u c e  n o t i o n s  t h a t  are n e e d e d  later for 
defining monotony. Thus we  d e f i n e  "convex s u b s e t  of K", "the s i g n  
of a n o n z e r o  e l e m e n t  of  K " .
In S e c t i o n  2 w e  d e f i n e  s e veral n o tions o f  m o n o t o n y .  E.g., 
f c M ^ ( X )  if x  b e t w e e n  y a n d  z i m p l i e s  f(x) b e t w e e n  f (y) a n d  f (z) and 
f c M (X) if f(x) b e t w e e n  f (y) a n d  f(z) i m p l i e s  x b e t w e e n  y  a n d  z.s
Also m o n o t o n e  f u n c t i o n s  o f  type a are d e f i n e d  (a t r a n s l a t i o n  o f  the 
"type" o f a r e a l  m o n o t o n e  function: d e c r e a s i n g / i n c r e a s i n g )  . I t  turns 
out in the n o n - a r c h i m e d e a n  case w e  m a y  have i n f i n i t e l y  m a n y  "types" 
and that an f e e (X)) is in g e n e r a l  n o t  o f  a c e r t a i n
" t y p e " .
Sections 3, 4, 5 deal w i t h  the p r o p e r t i e s  of m o n o t o n e  f u n c t i o n s .
In S e ction 6 it turns o u t  that in r e a s o n a b l e  s i t u a t i o n s  the l i n e a r
i
span of the space of the m o n o t o n e  functions is just t h e  s p a c e  of 
f u n c t i o n s  s a t i s f y i n g  a L i p s c h i t z  condition.
The proofs are m o s t l y  q u i t e  elementary. For b a c k g r o u n d - i n f o r -
2-
inatian on non-archiraedean (functional) analysis, see Cl].
The connection of this theory w i t h  the other parts of non- 
archimedean analysis are yet not v e r y  tight. But we have 3.6 
(relationship between spherical completeness of K  and surjectivity 
of increasing functions) and 3.12 that is a translation of the 
classical theorem: V  > 0 <*♦ f increasing.
The notion of pseudo-ordening ("at the same side of") goes 
back to an idea of Monna. ([3], Chapter VII, 4.7).
N o t a t i o n s . Let p be a prime. By 3F^ we m e a n  the field of p elements.
By £ the non-archimedean valued field of the p-adic numbers. For a 
P
field L we denote its characteristic b y  \ ( L ) . Let E be a vector space 
over K  and S c e. By Esi] we denote the smallest K-linear subspace of 
E that contains S.
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1. SUBSTI T U T E S  F O R  O R D E R I N G
D E F I N I T I O N  1.1 Let x ,y € K . T h e n  the smallest ball in K containing
x and y  is_ d e noted bg_ [ x , y ] . A subset C of K is 
c a l l e d  co n v e x  if x , y  c C implies [ x , y ] ^  C.
Sometimes we u s e  a m o r e  geometric terminology. Instead of 
z e  [x,y] we w i l l  say that z is between x and y and instead of 
z i  [x,y] we use the expression: x and y are at the same side of z 
Notice that [x,y] - [y/x] for all x , y e  K a n d  that z c  Cx,y] ■*=>
z-x x-y <=» |z-y| £ | x-y <=> z = Ax+(1-A)y for some A c K,
1. If x / y then the X in this last expression is unique (viz.
A =  .
x - y
E x a m p l e s  of c o n v e x  sets are: the empty set, singletons, balls, K.
It is an easy e x e r c i s e  to show that these are the o n l y  convex sub­
sets of K. So formally we m a y  write each c o n v e x  subset of K  as
{x c. K  ; |x-a| < r} (a e K, 0 < r i “)
or as
{x e K : |x-a < r} (a e. K, 0 i r ^ °°)
Notic e  that the only u n b o u n d e d  convex subset of K  is K itself.
Sometimes we n e e d  the notion of convexity w i t h  respect to a 
subset X of K. A  subset C r- X is called convex in X if x,y<r C implies 
[ x , y ] n X < = C  or, equivalently, if C is the intersection of X w i t h  a 
convex subset of K.
Let x , y , z e K. B y  the strong triangle inequality we have that
the "triangle" x , y , z  is isosceles, say I x-y | =■ !y-z|. Then |x~z| '1 x
so z is be tween x and y and x is between y and z. If also x-y x-z
then y is between x and 2 . Otherwise, x and z are at the same side 
of y .
The relation ^  defined on K  K\{0} by
* \
x ^  y if x and y  are at the same side of 0 (x,yf: K )
is an equivalence relation. We have x ~  y iff 0 / Cx,y] i.e. iff 
jx-yi < !x! {= |y|) i.e. iff |xy - 1 | < 1. Define
K : = { x t  K : I 1 -x 1 ^ 1}
Then K is a multiplicative subgroup o f  K  , K  = { x c K  : x ~  1} 
and is called the set of the positive elements of K, The relation 
~  is also induced b y  the canonical g r o u p  homomorphism
* * +
n : K -*■ K /K .
* *
Thus, x ~  y if and only if ir(x) = w (y> (x,y s K ). Therefore it is 
natural to v i e w  the group Z K  /K as b e i n g  the group o f  signs of 
elements of K , and w e  call ti (x) the sign of the element x K  . If 
x c K  then tt(x) = (y : iy-x| < Jx|} - x K  . For x  K , a & £ we 
sometimes write xa to indicate the element Tr(x).a of X. In particular, 
for a e. E the opposite sign of a, -a, is defined as (-l)a. Then 
-a - {-x : x e  a}. (Notice that in case x(K) = 2 we have a = -a .)
Let a e  £. Then for x , y e  a we have |x| = Jy 1 so we can define 
the absolute value of a, la I as follows
I ot! r — | x| (x c ¥ 1 (a)) .
A
In the sequel we also need addition b e t w e e n  elements of 1!. Let 
us first observe that for any a , 6 ? E the sum
a+3 := {x+y : x e a , y e  0} 
is always a ball with radius max(|a! ,|$| ). (I.e., of the form
{x : ¡x-bl < m a x (l a | , |3 1)}). N o w  a+3 contains 0 if and o n l y  if 
a =  -3. O t h e r w i s e  a+3 is again an element o f  2. (Proof: Let a c  a,
b e  3. T h e n  |a+bl = m a x  (| a | , | b |) . If also x c. u, y £ B then Jx+y-(a+b)| < 
m a x ( |x~a j , I y - b 1) < m a x  ([a I, Ib|) = [a + b I . Thus a+3 contains the ball 
w i t h  center a + b  and radius raax(|a| , ] (31 ), so a+3 is equal to this
ball.)
Let us d e f i n e
a © 3 : = a+3 = ix+y : x e a ,  y e  3} (a, $ £ £ , a / -3) .
We have
T H E O R E M  1.2 L e t  2, \ \ : 2 OR, ©  : 2 * 2 \ { (a,-a) ; a e 2} ■» 2 be as
a b o v e . L e t  a , 3 fY £ 2. Then
( i )  I a BI = la! 161,1a"1 ! = l a l ' 1 .
(ii) If. a © 3 is^ d e f i n e d  then so is 3 © a and a © 3 = 3 © a
(iii) rf (a ©  3) © y and a © (3 ©  Y) are d e fined then 
(a ©  3) ©  y  =  © (3 © y) *
(iv) If_ a © 3 o £  y a  ©  y3 is. d e fined then s o ' is the other
a n d  Y(a ©  3) «* Y a © YP*
(v) If. ot © 3 is_ d e fined then | a © 3 1 - max (| a |, 13 |) . C o n v e r ­
s e l y  if Is| - m a x (I a | / 13 1) for some s e a+3 then a ® 3 
is d e f i n e d .
(vi) | oc | < 131 if a n d  o n l y  if a © 3  = 3.
(vii) L e t  n e  { 1 , 2 , . . . ,x (k) -1} if_ x (k) ^ 0, let n  e U  o t h e r ­
w i s e  . T h e n  we define ©n a inductively a s  f o l l o w s .
©^ a : a , ©k  a : =  ©^  ^a © a (k £ n) . Then
©  a  =  n a . 
n
P r o o f . (i), (ii) are clear, (iii) is almost trivial: if x e a, y e  3, 
z e y then x + y + z  e a+3+Y an(^ latter set can be r e g a r d e d  as
6(a 0 U) © y or as a © (6 © y) ■ (It i-s worth noticing that (a © 3) © y
may be defined whereas a © (3 © y) is not. Choose 3 = -y ant^
la!  ^ 13!. Then (a © 3) © y  = a © y - a ,  ß © y is not defined.)
(iv) is clear. If a © 2 is defined then for xea, y 3 we have
x+y! ^ max(I x 1 , i y !) whence |x+y j = m a x (I x i , i y I) . So !a © 3 I =
m a x {ia], |3!)- Conversely, if a © 3 is not defined, then (we saw
earlier that) a+3 is a ball with center zero and radius max(|a| ,131 )
Thus we have (v) . We prove (vi) . If I a I < |$| then a+3 =; ß so ü 8 |3 = 13.
Conversely, if a © 3 55 3 then choose a <i ct, be 3. Then a+b e 3 hence
a+b ~ b i.e., ab *+1 c-: K+ implying I ab < 1 or |a| < f b { . Hence
I ot! < 13!. (Note: from (vi) it follows that a © 3 = a 1 © 3 does not
imply a = a'.) To prove (vii) let a c a and observe that for any k £ n,
if © a is defined, (k-1) a*: © a. Hence |(k~l)a+a| = Ikai = I a I = I ot I, 
k-1 k-1 
so © a+a does not contain 0, hence © a © a is defined. 
k-1 k-1 
Now net is by definition Tr(n)a. So na -.r na and na c © a. Since both na
n
and © a are signs they must coincide, 
n
We now define relations that resemble " o r d e r i n g " .
DEFINITION 1.3 Let ae i and x,y e K. Then we say that x is_ greater
than y in the sense of a, notation x >_y, if x-yt a
W e  have the following rules
THEOREM 1,4 (i) If x,y € K, x ^ y then there is exactly one at i! for
which x > y,
--------------------------- a
(ii) x > x for no a.a ----
(iii) If_ x ^  y then for all s € K: x+s y+s (x,y <* K, at I)
(iv) If x > y and s > 0 then xs > n ys (x,y,s a K, a , 3 c E)
(v) If x  > y, y >n z and if a © 3 is d e fined then x >
Ot p ---------- -------------------------------------Qt©p
(In p a r t i c u l a r  x > y implies -x > ^ - y ) .
Proof, Easy.
The g r o u p  E^ := { a e  E : | ot I = 1 )  is a subgroup of E, isomorphic
'k
to m u l t i p l i c a t i v e  g r o u p  k . If K  has discrete valuation and if s e K  
and |s| is the l a rgest value that is smaller than <1, then for each 
a c Z there is x e % s u c h  that a = s where e E^. It follows easily 
that the map (n,a) snct (n e 2r, a e E^) is an isomorphism of 
onto E , T h u s , in case K  has d i s c r e t e  v a l u a t i o n , E is_ isomorphic to
I  *  I  *
E. , or, for t h a t  matter, to IK | x k ,1 -------------
If K  is a local field w e  can even define a group embedding 
it
p : E -»■ K  such t h a t  irp is the identity, (Thus, we can pick an
e l e m e n t  in e v e r y  a (a e E) such that the resulting set is a subgroup
of K  ), L e t  s i  K, Is! < 1 such that ¡s| generates the value group
and let q  be the c a r d i n a l i t y  of k. Let x i  K . T h e n  there is a unique
n e. Z such that x  = sn x^ w h e r e  |x^| = 1*
Define n
v(x) «  sn lim x^
n-*»
It is easy to v e r i f y  that v is a h o m o m o r p h i s m  of K  into K  , that 
tt(v(x)) = tt (x) for all x c K  and that \>{x) - 1 if and only if x  e K  .
T h e r e f o r e  the m a p  p m a k i n g  the diagram
* v *
K --- ---»K
\ * 
it \ P
4
Z
commute solves the problem.
th
E X AMPLE 1,5 The signs of Q . L e t  0 be a p r i m i t i v e  (p-1) root of
*unity. Then : i r. { 0 , 1 , . . . ,p-2} f n € 2} is a subgroup of $
isomorphic to E. If
x ~ Z 1 { 0 , 1 , 0 , rGP 2 } , £ 0)
k^ n
is an element o f  <Q , its sign, interpreted as an element o f  ©
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2. D E F I N I T I O N S  OF MONOTONE FUNCTIONS
For a function f : [0,1] 3R the following statements are equivalent.
(a) f is m o n o t o n e  (i.e., either x > y  implies f (x) > f(y) for all x,y
",
or x > y  i m plies f(x) i f(y) for all x , y ) .
($) If x  is b e t w e e n  y  and z then f(x) is between f(y) and f(z)
(x ,y, z e  [0,1])
-1
(y) If C ^ 3 R  is c o n v e x  then f (C) is convex.
T h u s  w e  d e f i n e
D E F I N I T I O N  2.1 Let X ^ k . f : X K. We say that f e M b (X) if for all
x , y , z  e X, x b etween y  and z implies f(x) is^ between 
f (y) and f (z) . In other w o r d s , f e M ^ ( X )  if and only 
if for all x,y,z
Ix-yl < |y-z| -> |f(x)~f(y}| £ |f(y)-f(z)|.
In the f o l l o w i n g  theorems we state some immediate c o nsequences of the 
definition. (Compare the p r o p e r t i e s  o f real monotone functions.)
T H E O R E M  2 .2 L e t  X <= K  and let f : X -*■ K. T h e n  the following statements
are e q u i v a l e n t
(а) f e Mb (X) •
»1
(3) For each c on v e x  C c k , f (C) is_ convex in X.
(y) For all x,y,z e X: |x-y| = |x-z| | f (x) -f (y) | =
= If (x)~f (z) | .
(б) For all x,y,z g X: |f(x)-f(y)| > |f(x)-f(z)| 
lx-yl > | x - z l .
For x , y , z e  X: | f (x) -f (y) | ^ | f (x) -f (z) ] -*■
Ix-y) i  1x —z | .
-10
P r o o f . (a) -*■ (3)- Let x,y c f * (C) and let z e [x,y] n X. T h e n  [z-xl 5 |x-y|, 
so | f (z) -f (x) t 5 I f (x) -f (y) I i . e ., f(z) e [f(x) ff ( y ) ] c C, Hence z e f * (C) -
(3) + (a ) . Let x , y , z £ X  and |x-y | ^ Ix-z|, The set [ f ( x ) ,f ( z ) ] 
is convex, hence f ([f(x),f(z)]) is convex in X and contains x and z, 
so it must contain y. Thus f(y) e [f(x),f(z)].
Clearly, (a) ■«-*■ (5) and (y) ■*“*■ (e) . W e  p r o v e  (a) +-*■ (y) . Now
(a) ->■ (y ) is clear b y  symmetry. Suppose (y) and let Ix-yl ^ Ix-2 j. It 
suffices to consider the case {x-y[ < |x-z{. Then |y-z| - lx~z|, so b y  
(y) we have )fiy)-*f(z)| = ]f ( x ) ~ f ( z ) 1 . T h e n  if(x)-f(y)l^ 
max( 1 f (x) -f (z) I , | f (z) -f (y) |) = |f(x)-f(z)[.
THEOREM 2.3 Let X c K .  T h e n
For each a,b e K  the map x »-► ax+b is in M^ (X) .
(ii) If f e  Mb (X) , X e K  then Xf e M ^ X )  .
(iii) M^CX} is closed u n d e r  pointwise l i m i t s .
(iv) If f e M^(X) and g : f (X) K  ¿ s  jLn (f (X)) , then 
g ° f e M^ (X) .
(v) If f e and f (a) - f (b) for some a,b e X, then
f is constant on [ a , b ] n  X.
Proof. Obvious.
2.4 EXAMPLES AND REMARKS.
We mention a few examples o f  M^-functions. For more, see the sequel.
(1) The constant functions.
(2) Isometries (e.g., e x p . ) .
(3) Choose in every a e E an e l e m e n t  x . Define $ : K  +  K  as followsot
4> (x) *
0 if x =  0
x if x € a (a e E)
a
(Essentially, <{> K  is the sign function it of section 1).
We prove t h a t  (|) e M^(K) . Since <j> is continuous it suffices to check
★
that <j> | K  is in M ^ ( K  ), Now for all x,ye; K  we have <f> (x) -<f> (y) - 0 if 
Ixy — 1 1 < 1 and |<Mx)-<My)l = ix - yl tx-y[ - max (i x | , ¡y | ) . N o w  
take x , y , Z € K  su c h  t h a t  [x-y| ^ lx-zl . If = then
11-x *yl i 11-x *z| < 1 so <f> (x) = <|>(y).
If tj> (x) £ <|> (z) then | <f> (x)-<Ky) | < (x-y| £ |x-zj = ,I<f> (x) -$ (z) | .
(4) L e t  r > 0 and choose in every b a l l  B o f  radius r a center x .
B
The f u n c t i o n  d e f i n e d  v i a
i|» (x) * x (x£ B)a
is in M ^ ( K ) . The p r o o f  is easy.
(5) (A n o where c o n t i n u o u s  M ^ - f u n c t i o n ) . L e t  K  b e  a field such that 
~ #k (e.g., a d i s c r e t e l y  va l u e d  field where #k has the p o w e r  of
the continuum) . L e t  o : K  ■+■ k be a b i j e c t i o n  and let x : k  K  such 
that 1 TX~Ty | - 1 w h e n e v e r  x ^ y. Then f : ; t o g  satisfies: I f (x) — f (y) I = 
(x,y e K, x ^ y ) .
C l early f is e v e r yw h e r e  discontinuous, f e (K),
(6) Let X c K .  We can s t r e n g t h e n  the definition o f  an M^-function into
if Ix-yl £ Iz-tl then |f(x)-f(y)| ^ |f(z)-f(t)| ( x , y , z , t e X )
(some "uniform" M^-condition) and w e  o b t a i n  a space, called ♦
Clearly, the examples m e n t i o n e d  in (1) , (2) , (4) , (5) are in M ^ d C )  , 
w h e r e a s  the e x a m p l e  in (3) is not. (Choose x , y e  K  w i t h  ixl > 1,
Ix-yi - 1. T h e n  t1— 0 1 ^ !x~y|, but 1 = 1$ ( 1 ) ( 0 )  I > l<Mx)-<My)l = 0.)
'k
Notice that <f> is l o c a l l y  c o n s t a n t  on K  , b u t  not on K.
(7) The d i s c o n t i n u o u s  function f of (5) has the p r o p e r t y  that f(K) 
consists o n l y  of i s o l a t e d  points. This is not accidental. If f (K)
if f(a) is a non-isolated point of  f(K) and B is a ball containing 
f(a) then f (B) is convex (2.2 (d)) and contains at least two points, 
so £ ^(B) is an open set. Thus, f is continuous at a. It follows that 
the image of an everywhere discontinuous M^-function consists only of 
isolated points.
(8) For each n, let a : K  +  K b e  the example of 2.4, (4) above where 
1
r = — . Then is locally constant. For each f c M ^ { X )  we have
°n o ^ C \  (X) an<^  °n 0 ^ ~ ^ uniformly. Hence, if f is continuous
then it can uniformly be approximated b y locally constant M^-functions
A monotone function f : [0/1] •+■ M maps convex sets into sets 
that are relatively convex in f([0,l]). In our situation we do not 
have such a property for M ^ - f u n c t i o n s . See 2.10 b u t  also 5.2. If 
f : [0,1] -*■ 2R maps convex sets into (relatively) convex sets then 
f need not b e  monotone: any Darboux continuous function has the above 
property. In fact a function f ; [0,1] -> 3R is Darboux continuous 
if and only if f maps convex sets into convex subsets of JR. We 
define
DEFINITION 2.5 Let X  be a subset of K, and let f : X K. Then f is
called w e a k l y  Darboux continuous if for e v e r y  relati 
vely convex set C c x the set f(C) is_ convex in £ (X) . 
f i®. called Darboux continuous if for e v e r y  relati- 
vely convex set C ^  X  the set f (C) is convex (in K ) .
We have the following obvious remarks.
1) f : X +  K  is Darboux continuous if and o n l y  if f is w e a k l y  D a r b o u x  
continuous and f(X) is convex in K.
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2) A  D a rboux continuous function need not be continuous. In fact we
can c o n s t r u c t  an f : 2 ** <D such that for every open ball B c ar
P P P
f;(B) = Z  . L e t  A c  2 be d e f i n e d  as follows.x = £a p n (a c {0, 1, ... ,p~l})
p  p  n n
is in A  if a. - a. 0 for some n. Define f : 2 @ via
2n 2n+2 p  p
f(x) =
a 2 N + l + a 2N + 3 P + a 2N+5p 2 +
if x e A  and
0 if x i  A
Then f m a p s  e v e r y  non empty open set onto Z (so f is Darboux
P
continuous) b u t  f is n o w h e r e  continuous.
(Constructions, similar to the one above are well k n o w n  in the 
real c a s e ) .
3) Somewhat more surprising: A  continuous function n e e d  not be Darboux 
continuous. In fact, a non trivial locally constant function o n  2^ 
is not D a r b o u x  c o n t i n u o u s .
Even, a c o n t in u o u s  function need not b e  w e a k l y  Darboux continuous.
T o  see this, o b serve that all open compact subsets of 2^ are homeo-
morphic, so we can m a k e  a h o m e o m o r p h i s m  of 2  onto 3'1 sending
P P
(x : |x| < l} into {x !x| - 1} and {x : |x[ = 1} into {x : jx| < 1} 
If p  / 2 this m a p  is not w e a k l y Darboux continuous.
4) A D a r b o u x  c o n t i n u o u s  M ^ - f u n c t i o n  is continuous. (Proof, f(X) is 
convex, so e i t h e r  f is constant or f(X) has no isolated points. By 
the remark m a d e  in 2.4,(7), f is continuous.)
Next, we  c o n s i d e r  t r anslations of "strict monotony". For an 
f : [0,1] -»■ IR the following conditions are e q u i v a l e n t .
(a) f is strictly m o n o t o n e  (i.e., injective and monotone),
(3) f is injective. For a convex set C C [0,1], f(C) is convex in 
f ([0,1]).
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(y) For all x , y , z c [0,1]: if f(x) is b e tween f(y) and f(z) then x 
is between y  and z.
(6) For all x,y, z [0,1 ] : f (x) is b e tween f(z) if and only if x is 
between y and z.
Translating (a) *» (6) into the n o n - a r c h i m e d e a n  situation w e  arrive 
at the following conditions. Let X c K  and f : X->-K 
(a1) and f is injective.
(g1) f is w e a k l y  Darboux continuous a n d  injective.
(y1) for all x , y , z e  X, tx-yf < !x-z{ implies (f(xj-f(y)l < lf(x)-f(z)|. 
(6') fé-M^ÎX) and f satisfies (y ' ) .
It will turn out that the conditions (a') - (y*) although not e q u i ­
valent are c lo s e ly  related. We start with { y 1 ) :
DEFINITION 2.6 Let X = K, f : X K. W e  say that f c M_(X) if for all
— * -----  ■ S ---
x,y,z . f(x) é [ f ( y ) , f ( z ) ] implies x c [ y , z ] ,
T H EOREM 2.8 Let X c k , f : X -*■ K, Then the following statements are
e q u i v a l e n t :
(a) f £ M (X) .
s
(3) f i £  injective and w e a k l y  Darboux c o n t i n u o u s ,
(y) f i £  injective and f * a ( f (X)).
(£) Per all x,y,Zff X  |f(x)-f(y)| « |f(x)-f(z)| ->
|x-yl = Ix-zI .
(e) Foi all x,y,z e X |x-y| < |x-zl •+ |f(x)-f(y)| <
1 f (x) -f (2 ) I .
(Ç) For all x,y,z e X Ix-yl ^  |x-*z| |f(x)-f(y)| £
If(x)-f(z) !.
-15
P r o o f . The i m p l i c a t i o n s  (a) ■* (c) ( O  -*■ (6) are clear from the 
defini t i o n s  *
(6) -»■ (y) : i n j e c t i v i t y  follows from |f(x)-f(x)| = ! f (x) — f (y) 1 ■+
I x - x 1 = | x - y !, Use 2.2. (y) .
(y) (3) : L e t  g : f (X) X b e  the inverse of f. Let C c x be convex
— 1 -1 
in X. T h e n  since g e  g  (C) is convex in f(X) . But g  (C) =  f(C) .
Finally, w e  p r o v e  (0) (a). L e t  f(x) e [f(y),f(z)l. B y  ($) the set
f([y,z] n X) is c o n v e x  in f(X) and it contains f(y),f(z), hence
f(x) e [ f ( y ) ,f (2)3 n X  c f([y,z] n X), Since f is injective, x e C y , z l n X
a n d  we are done.
W e  also have (compare 2.3)
T H E O R E M  2.9 L e t  X c k . T h e n
(ii) If f e M_ (X) , A e K, A ji 0 then Af e M_(X).
s  —  ■ .  S
(iii) If f 1 ,f 0 ,... e M r (X), lim f„ = f pointwise, f
1 b s n ■ ..
i n j e c t i v e  t h e n  f e M J X ) ,
1 “  - - s
(iv) If f e M  (X), g £ M  (f(X)) then g o f t M (X) .
---  5  B — ""' S
P r o o f . O b vious verifications.
R e t u r n i n g  to our c o n d i t i o n s  (a') - (<5’) we see that (&') is e q u i ­
v a l e n t  to (y1) t t h a t  (a1) m e a n s  f * e M  (f(X)) and that (51) menas
s
f € Mb (X) n M s (X) .
Our f of ex ample 2.4 (5) is in injective b u t  n o t  in M g . Its 
inverse yi e l d s  an e x ample of an M s~function that is not in Thus, 
in general, w e  have n e ither one of the implications (a‘) -*■ (y1),
(y 1) ->■ (a1), (3 ') (61) ,  (a ')  -* But our counterexample is
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rather weird (f is nowhere continuous and the domain of f is dis 
c r e t e ) . We can do better.
-1
EXAMPLE 2.10 Let K  have discrete valuation and let k be i n f i n i t e .
Then there exists h o m e o mo r p h i s m  of the unit ball of
K that is in but not in M g . (The inverse map is in
M s but not in M^)
P r o o f . Set X -  (a e K  : I a I £ 1} and let R b e a full set of r e p r e s e n ­
tatives of the equivalence relation x ~  y iff Ix-y! < 1 in X. Then 
R is infinite. Let ir € K  b e  such that 1 tt | is the largest value that 
is smaller than 1. The map
CO
(an , a ,,...) S a tt11 (a, € R fo r  each i) 
u l A n i
n=0
is a bijection of R  onto X. We may suppose that 0 e R.
Since R  is infinite we can define injections
T ^ : R  \ { 0 } -> R 
t 2 : R  -»■ R
such that in* x^ n iai =  ?i, im x^ u i m i ^ - R .
C O
For x = £ a tt11 £ X (a e R for each n) set
A n n
n=0
f(x) :=
t 1 (aQ ) + a ^  +... = x-aQ + T^faQ) if a Q ^ 0 
t (a > + a2Tr +... = £ _ a + t (ai) if a Q - 0
A  simple inspection of the definition shows that f is a b i j e c t i o n
of X onto X. if a,b f. R, a ^ b then j aTr-bir | < |bir-a|, whereas
I f (aTT) -f (bn) | == lij (a)-X2 (b) I = 1 and | f (bTr)-f (a) | = | ( b )  -x^ (a) | = 1,
so f i  M (X). Finally, let x,y,z e. X and [x-y| < |x~z|. W e  proves
that 1 f (x) -f (y) | < |f(x)-f(z)|. If |f(x)-f(z)| = 1 there is nothing 
to prove, so suppose (f(x)-f(z) | < 1 .  Set x  « '^a nir • V = ^ ' Z ~ '^CnTr
n
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If = 0 then also Cq - 0 and T 2 a^ l^ = T2^C 1^ S° a l = c l' ^ence
2
x-z| ^ | tt | . Since ¡x-y! £ |x-z! we have also b^ - 0, = a^ .
So, f{x)“f(y) = f(x)-f(z) = whence I f (x) **f (y) I ^ [f(x)-f(z)|7T 7T
I
If cIq ^ 0 then x ^ a ^ )  = t ^( c q ) s o  a Q = c q - Then also c Q = = b Q . 
T h e n  f(x)-f(y) = x-y, f(x)-f(z) = x-z whence |f(x)-f{y)| ^ |f(x)-f(z)j
-1
Let X  c k. If f e M (X) then f e M^(f(X)). Conversely, if 
f £ M^(X) and g : f(X) -* X is such that f ° g  is the identity on f(X) 
then g € M  (f(X))- This "asymmetry" can be "solved" in two ways.
S
D E F I N I T I O N  2.11 Let X c K  and f : X **■ K. f is_ called w e a k l y  m o n o to n e
(f e M^CX}) if for all x,y,z e X
Ix-y! < |x-z| if{x)-f(y)| £ ¡f(x)-f(z)j
f Is c a l l e d  strongly m o n o t o n e  (f e if
f c M s (X) n M^tX) .
-1
Clearly, f e **f anc3 on;i-y if f e M b s ^ X ^ *  A ^ SO/ if f e
and g : f (X) X is such t h a t  f ° g is the identity on f (X) we have
I
g e (f(X)).
O b v i o u s l y  we h a v e  M^(X) u M g iX) e M (X) and we will see from the 
examples b e l o w  that the i n c l u s i o n  may be strict. In section 4 we will 
study the p r o p e r t i e s  of M ^ - f u n c t i o n s , not for the sake of itself 
b u t  in order to gets r e sults that are valid for simultaneously.
The functions in b e h a v e reasonable and they m a y  be v i e w d  as the 
n o n - a r c h i m e d e a n  e q u i v a l e n t s  of strict monotone functions in the real 
c a s e .
-18
T H EOREM 2,12 Let X <= K and f : X +  K. T h e n  the following conditions
----- - »  him i .......... i rt. 1“ ----  “ I --- \
are e q u i v a l e n t .
(a) f *■ Mb s (X) .
\
(3) f i £  injective and C *-* f (C) ijs 1-1 correspondence 
between the relatively convex subsets of X and those 
of f ( X ) .
(Y ) For all x,y,z c X *. |x-y | < Ix-zi | f (x) -f (y) | <
If(x)-f(z)!.
{6) For all x , y , z e X i x-y I « (x-z | | f (x) - f  (y) f - 
¡f(x)-f(z) I.
(e) For all x,y,z £ X I x-y! £ |x-z{ |f(x)-f (y) | £
If(x)-f(z)|.
(C) f c M (X) , f ~ X * M  (f (X)) .
S s
Proof. Clear from 2.2 and 2.8.
2.13 EXAMPLES AND REMARKS.
(1) (An M  -function that is not in M u M, } . Let f : 2T ® be any 
—  w ----------------------------- s o  p P
function, constant on the cosets o f  {x £ 2T : ! x ! < 1} - T h e n  f c M  (Z } .
p w  p
Clearly f / M  (2? ) . f e 14^(3 ) if and o n l y  if the points o f  f (2f ) are
P  l? IP
equidistant
(2) (Continuity of monotone f u n c t i o n s ) . Let X c K.
(a) Let f e M  (x). If f(X) has n o  isolated points, then f is continuous
w
(Proof. Let a t X and c > 0. Then there is z c X such that z ^ a , 
|f(z)-f(a)j < e. Let <5 := |z-a|. Then for all x € X with |x-a| < <5 
we have, by the weak monotony of f, |f(x)-f(a)| £ |f(z)-f(a)| < e ) .
It follows that if X and Y do not have isolated points and if f is an 
M^-bijection of X  onto Y, then f is a h o m e o m o r p h i s m o f  X onto Y.
-19-
Conversely, it is e a s y  to c o n s t r u c t  homeomorphisms o f  2^ that are not
in M  (2 ). 
w p
(b) If K  is a local field then every f e M (X) is continuous. (See 5.1
w
(i)) - 1
♦
(c) If K  has d i s c r e t e  v a l u a t i o n  then every f a M g (X) is continuous. 
(Example 2.4 (5) shows t h a t  such a statement is not true for f e  ^
(Proof. If f w e r e  n o t  continuous at some a e X thefi there w o u l d  be an
e > 0 such that for some sequence converging to a we had
f{x )-f(a)| e. W e  m a y  suppose that | x^.-a I > i x ^ —a I > *•■ • Since
the v a l u a t i o n  is d i s c r e t e  w e  have lim I f (x }-f(a)| = 0, a c o n t r a d i c t i o n .)
n-*°
(d) In 5.14 we shall give a n  example o f  a function in (K) that is 
not continuous. (Of course, K  w i l l  have a dense valuation.)
(3) As w e  did in 2.4 w e  m a y  formulate "uniform" M  ,...- c o n d i t i o n s .
w
Thus, b y  definition, f e M  (X) if for all x , y , z , t  e X
I x-y | < ]z~t| -* | f (x) -f (y) | £ | f (z) — f (t ) |
f c M  (X) if for all x , y , z , t  e X 
us J
x-y] < |z-t| ! f (x )- f (y ) I  < I f (z ) —f (t)|
f c M . (X) if for all x , y,z,t € X 
ubs
]x-y| < |z-t| | f (x) -f (y) | <|f(z)-f(t)
N o t i c e  that f c (X) m e a n s  that |f(x)-f(y) | is a strictly increasing
function of | x - y | . E x a m p l e s  of such functions are isometries, but
also the function f : 2 -> 2  d e fined via
P P
la p n Da p ^ n (Ha p n e 2 )
nr n n p
(If(x)-f(y)| - [x-y|^ for all x , y  e 2  .)
P
Monotone functions : TR 3R are d i vided into two classes: the
increasing functions and the d e c r e a s i n g  functions. For the n o n - a r c h i -  
medean case we may ask for a similar classification. First we try to 
express the situation in the real case in such a way that it can be 
translated. Let a e 3R and let f : 3R -*• M be  strictly monotone. If 
x runs through some side of a then f(x) runs through some fixed side 
of f(a). So there is a map o : {-1,1} ->■ {-1,1} such that a(sgn(x-a)) = 
sgn(f (x)-f (a)) (x a). Apparently, the only a's that can occur are 
the identity and a(x) = - x  (xe {1,-1}) . Moreover it turns out that the 
m a p  a is independent of the choice of a.
The two maps a that can occur can be interpreted as m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  
maps (with 1 and -1 respectively) or as the bijections {1,1} -> {-1,1} 
and there seems to be no philosophical reason to make any d e c i s i o n  of 
p r e f e r e n c e .
As an example, let us consider a function f t (K) . Let a £ K,
let a e Z . If x e a+cx and y  € a+a("x,y are at the same side of a")
then x-a, y-a e a, so |x-y| < |y-a|. Since f e M (K) we have
s
If (x)-f(y)| < |f(y)-f(a)|, whence |f(x)-f(a)- (f(y)-f(a)) | < |f(y)-f(a)i, 
so f(x)-f(a) and f(y)-f(a) have the same sign. We may conclude that 
there is a map a : Z + Z such that for all x e K
Unfortunately, it turns out that in general a may b e  d i f f e r e n tcl
from if a / b, even for isometrical maps. For example, let p  ^ 2 
and let t b e  a permutation of {0,1,2, .. . ,p-l} and define f : 2r *+■ 71
a
x t* a+a **- f(x) c f(a)+a (cx)
a
(a e Z) .
P  P
by
(a e (0,1,2 p-l} for each n ) .
Suppose we had a a : Z Z such that for all x,y r z ,x-y £ a implies
P
•  __
f (x)-f (y) £ a (a) . Let a - 0 p n (see 1.5). Then x-y £ a means
w h e r e  a_ = b rt,...,a . = b , , a - b  = 0 1 m o d u l o  p.
0 0 n-1 n-1 n n
I
T h e n  f(x)-f(y) =  (x (an ) - t  (bn ) )pn+. .. > so a (a) =  Q^p11 where
*
t  (a ) - t  (b ) =  0 13 m o d  p. (j d e p e n d i n g  on i and n) . 
n n *
It turns o u t  that t (1)-t (0) = x(2)-x(l) = ...= t (p-1)-x(p-2) and it is 
c l e a r  that we can choose x such t h a t  x (1) —x (0) ^ x(2)-x(l)/ a contradiction. 
C o n c l u d i ng  we  m a y  say t h a t  in general we c an n o t  assign to every 
m o n o t o n e  function (isoraetry) a "type" of m o n o t o n y  in the sense sug­
g e s t e d  above.
We a r e  led to d e f i n e
D E F I N I T I O N  2.14 L e t  X c k , f : X K  and let a : I ■+ £. fote say that
f  i®. nionotone of type a if for all a e E and all x,y e x
x ~ y  € a i mplies f(x)-f(y) c a ( a ) ,
(In o t h e r  w o r d s  if x > y  implies f(x) > . . f(y)/ 
-------------- -------- cc J --------- a (a)
see 1.3.)
(Notice that if X  / K  f can b e  of type c and o f  type x : E E where
a ■£ x, due to the fact that for some a, x  > y  for n o  x,y e X, but wea
leave this t e c h n i c a l  fact aside for the moment.)
W i t h  our p r e v i o u s  p h i l o s o p l y  about real functions in mind, we define
*
D E F I N I T I ON  2.15 Let X ^ K ,  f : X K, £ e £. We say that f is_ monotone
o f  type 3 if for all a c E and all x , y  c X
x - y  a a implies f(x)-f(y) e aft.
In o t h e r  words, f is m o n o t o n e  of type 3 iff it is m o n o t o n e  of type a
22-
where o : I  ■* £ is the multiplication with Or, equivalently, f
is monotone of type 0 iff the sign of f ^  is c o n s t a n t  $ for all
x-y
x ,y c. X, x £ y. This leads to
DEFINITION 2.16 Let X c K, f : X * K. f is called i n c r e a s i n g  if f is
monotone of type 1 . In other w o r d s , f is_ i n c r e a s i n g
if for all x ,y n X , x £ y the d i fference q u o t i e n t
f (x) -f(y) . ... , . _
--- - --- ^—  is positive , i.e., l f
x-y ----------
f (x) -f (y) _ t 
x-y
< 1
In the next section we shall study the monotone functions of type o 
and we will give a partial answer to the question for w h i c h  m a ps
0 : £ ->- £ there exists an f : K K that is m o n o t o n e  of type a.
4
»
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3. I N C R E A S I N G  F U N C T I O N S , FUNCTIONS O F  TYPE a .
D E F I N I T I O N  3.1. Let X c K, f: X  ■+ K. L e t  'i>f(x,y): = -■— — ■-W  ■ (x,y € X,
x-y
x ^ y) . f i j i  called
p o s i t i v e  if f(X) c k +
s t r i c t l y  p o s i t i v e  if sup If(x)- 1 1 < 1
X€X
4*
i n c r e a s i n g  if $f(x,y) e K  for all x,y e X, x ^ y
s t r i c t l y  increasing if s u p { I l - 4 f ( x , y ) 1 :x,y e X, x f  y} < 1
It follows that an i n c r e a s i n g  f u n c t i o n  is an isometry. We collect some 
facts.
T H E O R E M  3.2. Let X c K.
(i) lf_ f: X -+■ K  is^ (s t r i c t l y ) increasing and a e K + then af 
is (s t r i c t l y ) i n c r e a s i n g .
(ii) F o r  a,b e K  the f u n c t i o n  xv~>- ax +* b  i £  increasing if and 
only if a e K  (if_ and o n l y  if x*-* ax + b  is_ strictly in­
c r e a s i n g ) .
(iii) I £  f : X  + K  is_ (strictly) increasing and f is_ (s t r i c t l y ) 
p o s i t i v e  then - ■—  is (s t r i c t l y ) i n c r e a s i n g .
(iv) The (s t r i c t l y ) i n c r e a s i n g  functions X -> K  form a, convex s e t ,
(v) I_f f : X ->- K  and g: f (X) -> K  are (s t r i c t l y ) increasing then 
so is g o f .
-1
(vi) If f: X  •* K  is (strictly) increasing then so is f : f (X) K
(vii) lf_ f ^ ,f2 ,,.. : X ->■ K  are increasing and f 1=  lim f pointwise 
then f is i n c r e a s i n g .
(viii) lf_ K  has d i s c r e t e  v a l u a t i o n  then "p o s i t i v e " , "strictly posi­
t i v e 11 and "i n c r e a s i n g " , "strictly i n c r e a s i n g " are e q u i v a l e n t , 
respectively.
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Proof. Elementary.
3.3. EXAMPLES.
(1) The exponential function
2
exp x = 1 + x + ■JT + • »
1
1 *"D
defined on (x e K:[x| < p  } if X(k) = p, X(K) = 0  and o n  (x e K:|x| < 1} 
if x(k) = 0, is in c re a s in g r as an easy computation m a y  show. In S e ction 2 
we have seen that not every isometry is increasing.
(2) Let f: X +  K  be a C^-function (i.e., if can continuously b e  e x t e n ­
ded to a function on X * X, assume that X c k  has n o  isolated points.
See [2]) and suppose £'(a) e K for some a € X. Then f is locally 
(strictly) increasing at a.
(Proof. There is fi > 0 such that jx-a! < 6, |y-a| < 5, x y  implies
I— — — - f • (a) | < h. 
x-y
For such x,y we have I - - ty-— 1 1 ^ — f 1 (a) | v j f ' (a) - 1 1 <
x-y x-y
£ max (*2,1 f 1 (a) - 1 1 ) < 1.)
(3) The space C(i? ) of all continuous functions z  *  Q , is a Banach
P P  P
space with respect to the sup norm | | | |w . L e t  e_;- C and for n ^ 1
0 3
i p
let e := £ where B :s (x f. 3 : Ix-nl < — }. It is proved in [lj that 
n B n p  n
n
e^ / ew * * *  is an orthonormal base of C (2 ) i.e., for each f e C (Zr )
0 1 p  p
there exists a unique null sequence X ,X such that
00
f » I  A e 
n n n 
n=0
!fI I = max I A , |.
w 1
T h e  coefficients A can b e  r e c o n s t r u c t e d  from f via
n
*0 ■ fi0)
X = f(n)-*f(n_) (n € IN)
n
s — 1 s
where n_  is d e f i n e d  as a_ + a p  +...+ a ,p if n = a + a p  + ...+ a p
U 1 s-l 0 1 s
(a £ 0) in b a s e  p. s
Our aim is here to d e s c r i b e  a n e c e s s a r y  and s u f f i c i e n t  condition for
the A in order that f - L A e is increasing. We show 
n n n
f = Z ^n e n i®. i n c r e a s i n g  if and only if for all n € IN
|A - (n-n_) I < j n - n j .
Proof. First observe that f is increasing if and only if for all x e Z
P
f (x) * x +  g (x)
where |$g(x,y)| < 1 for all x,y e % , x ^ y
P
As
x = Z (n-n_)e (x) (x £ 2 )
n  p
n>l
it suffices to show that for g =  E A e £ C(2 ) we have l<Mg)l < 1 if
n n p
and only if !A 1 < |n-n_| for all n e W.
n
S u ppose first [$(g)[ < 1. Then for all n  e fltf, \ — £ilL=J_[ < 1, so
n-n_
I A | = [f(n)-f(n_) | < |n-n_J. 
n
Conversely, let g - I A e and let !A 1 < ln-n_l for all n e N.
^ n n n
~k
Let x , y  c Z and let |x-y| = p  for some k f {0,1,2,...}. Since
P
. 1
e (a) = e (b) if and only if |a-b| < —  w e  have
n n n
Therefore
lg(x)-g(y)i = 1 ^ X (e (x) -e (y)) i = I 2 A (e (x)~e (y))
n n n k n n n
nrfl n-*p
< max, |A ! < max, In-n I “ P - ix-y| 
. k n k
n^p n^p
so |$g| < 1.
(4) Let K  have dense valuation and let k be (countably) infinite. L e t
X be the unit ball of K  and let B, (ieN) be the balls in X with radius
i
1 . Choose c^,c £ K  such that I c ^ f < j \ < . liinjc^l = 1. For
n e iN define a function f : X **■ K  vi a
n
x + if x e B i (lii^n)
x elsewhere
Then each f is strictly increasing (| $ f (x,y)-l| i m a x  Ic.-c.l ^
n n l < i fj^n 1 1
£ |c | < 1). The sequence f ,f„f... converges pointwise to an increa' 
n 1 2
sing function f. But f is not strictly increasing:
sup I* f(x,y)-l| = suplc.-c j - 1 
x?iy i,j 1
(Compare 3.2, (vii) and (viii).)
Increasing functions are closely related to functions g for w h i c h  
lg(x)~g(y)| < |x-y| (x / y) (if f is increasing, set g(x): = f(x)-x).
DEFINITION 3.4. Let (X,p) b e  an u l t r a m e t r i c  s p a c e . A  m a £  g: X ■> X
is called a p s e u d o c o n t ra c t i o n  if p(f(x),f(y)) < p(x,y) 
(x,y e X ,  x i  y ) .
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T h e  B a n a c h  c o n t r a c t i o n  t h eorem states that X is complete if and 
only if each contra c t i o n  X X h a s  a fix point. We have
L E M M A  3.5. Let (X,p) be an ultrainetric s p a c e . T h e n  the following con-
dltions are e q u i v a l e n t .
x spheri c a l l y  c o m p l e t e .
(B) Each p s e u d o c o n t r a c t i o n  X X has a^  fjx p o i n t .
W  p s e u d o c o n t r a c t i o n  X ■+ X  has a. unique fix p o i n t .
P r o o f . If a: X  ■+ X is a p s e u d o c o n t r a c t i o n  and if x,y are fix points 
and x y, then p(x,y) - p (tf (x) ,o (y)) < p(x,y), a contradiction. Thus, 
w e  have (3) ** (y) * W e  p r o v e  (a) ■+ ($) . Let B c x  b e  a b al l  (i,e., 
either B = (x £ X:p(x,a) ^ r} for some a e X, r ^ 0 or B = {x ? X: 
p(x,a) < r} for some a e X, r > 0). We call B invariant if cr(B) c B. 
N o w  we  observe two facts
a) X has invariant balls. In fact, let a e X such that a(a) ^ a. T he n
V:= (x e X:p(x,a(a)) < p(a,a(a))}
is invariant. (If x  e V  then x  ^  a, so p ( a ( x ) , a ( a ) ) < p(x,a) ^ 
m a x ( p ( x , a (a)) ,p(a(a),a)) = p(a,a(a)), hence o(x) e V.) Notice that 
a ft V.
b) If Bj and B^ are i n v a r i a n t  b a l l s  then n B^ 4 <i> (so either B^ c 
or B^ c B  ). (Suppose B^ n B^ = T h e n  for x e B ^ , y  e p(x,y) does 
n o t  d e p e n d  on x,y, since for z e B^, u e B^ p(x,z) < p(x,y) and 
P(y#u) p ( x , y )/ so p(z,u) = p(x,y). O n  the other hand, if x e B ,
1
y  c then p ( a ( x ) , o ( y ) ) < p(x,y), a contradiction).
It follows that the collection of invariant balls in X form a 
n o n - e m p t y  n e s t  and b y  the spherical completeness of X there is a smal-
lest invariant ball S. If a e S, o (a) ^  a then {x £ S;p(x,0(a)) < 
p(a,0(a))} is invariant and does not contain a, a contradiction. Hence,
0 has a fix p o i n t  (actually/ S is a singleton).
We prove (3) +  (a). If X were not spherically complete, there e x i s t
balls B„ 2 B_ ^ ... such that PlB = Choose x e B \B , (neIN) , s e t
1 # 2 * n n n  n+1
n
B q I- X and define
o ( x ) x  if x e B \B {ne{0,1,2,...})•
n+1 n n+1
T h e n  0 has obviously no fix point. Let x e Bn ^Bn+i ^ € Bm ^ ^ m + 1 / 
x / y, If n * m  then 0 (x) » o (y) , so suppose n > m. Then o(x),cj(y) are
both in B whereas x e B c b  and y / B (1. Hence p (cr(x) ,a (y)) <
m+1 n m+1 m+1
p (x,y) , Then a is a pseudocontraction w i t h o u t  a fix point. Contradiction.
COROLLARY 3.6. The following conditions are e q u i v a l e n t .
(а) K  is spherically c o m p l e t e .
(&) ii. c c K  is. c o n v e x , f : C +  C is_ increasing then f is 
s u r j e c t l v e .
W  .iJL c c K  i®. C Q n v e x / f : C K  is increasing then f (C) 
is convex.
(б) An Increasing f : K  -> K  i ^  s u r j e c t i v e .
P r o o f , (a) **• (3). Choose a € C and consider the m a p  a: x h -  x - f ( x ) + a  
(x € C ) . Then 0 : C ->• C. C is spherically complete, 0 is a p s e u d o c o n ­
traction. Hence, there is b y  3.5 a c c C  for which o(c) =* c i.e. , 
f(c) - as f is surjective.
(3) •+* (y) . For a suitable s e K, f-s sends C into C. (y) -+ (5) is 
clear.
(5) •+ (a). Let a: K  K  be a pseudocontraction. Then xJ->- x-cr(x)
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is i n c r e a s i n g  h e n c e  is surjective. So then is x e K  for which x-a(x) = 0,
i.e., a has a fix point. B y  3.5, K  is spherically complete.
1
In case f is strictly i n c r e a s i n g  w e  d o  noet have to require that K  is 
spheri c a l l y  complete:
T H E O R E M  3.7. L e t  C c K  b e  convex and let f: C +  K  b e  strictly increasing.
T h e n  f(C) is c o n v e x . If f(C) c c, then f(C) = C.
P r o o f . Reread the p r o o f  o f  (a) -*■ (3) , (3) -* (y) above, cr now is a con­
traction. C is complete. A p p l y  the B a n a c h  contraction theorem.
L e t  X be  a s u b s e t  of IR  and let f: X ->• IR b e  a b o unded increasing 
function. T h e n  f can b e  e x t e n d e d  to an increasing function IR IR b y  
setting f(x): =  inf f if x < y  for all y e X and f(x)-. = sup{f(y):y 5 x, 
y e X) for all other x  e IR. In our situation we can prove
T H E O R E M  3.8. The f o l l o w i n g  conditions are equivalent.
(a) K  is^ s p h e r i c a l l y  c o m p l e t e .
(3) For every X c K  an increasing function fs X +  K  can 
b e  extended to an increasing f : K  -»■ K.
("Y) L e t  X c K, and let f : X ->■ K  be a strictly increasing 
function. T h e n  f can b e  extended to a strictly increa- 
sing f u n c t i o n  f : K  -> K  such that
|£.(x)-f(y) _u _ i £ (x)-f(y) _ u
x , y . K  x 'y x,yeX
x^ y
P r o o f , (ct) (3). L e t  a £ X. By Z o r n’s L e m m a  it suffices to d e f i n e  f 
s u c h  that f is increasing on X  u {a}. We are done if w e  can find a e K  
such t h a t  for x  e X
30
l « r i M _ u  < !
a-x
i.e., “ £ B^: Bf(x)_ (a_x ) (|a-x| > (x £ X).
Now B n B f  $ (x#y e X) since the d i s t a n c e  of their centers is 
x y
|f (x)-(a-x)-f(y)-(a~y) | = |f(x)-f(y)- (x-y)I = I Of(x,y)- 1 ||x-y| <
< max( lx-a| , I a ~ y | ). So if, say, |x-a| £ ly-al we see that I f (x) - (a-x) - 
f(y)-(a-y)I < ly-a| whence f(x)-(a-x) e B . B y  the spherical completeness 
of K we have H B ^ Choose a e 0 B .
v x v x xeX xeX
($) ■+ (a). Suppose K  is not spherically complete. B y  3.6, (5)' (a) 
there is a non surjective increasing f u n c t i o n  f: K  •+ K. T h e n  its -inverse 
g: f (K) K is increasing, surjective, and can obviously not b e  extended
to an increasing g: K  ■+ K.
( 3 ) ^  (Y) follows from the fact that (with £(x) = x for all x)
fr+ (l-c)it + cf (c£K, | c| <1)
is a 1-1 correspondence b e tween the collection of all increasing f u n c ­
tions on a set X and the collection of all strictly increasing f u n c ­
tions g for which |l-$(g)l < |c|.
We w i l l  now investigate the relation b e tween increasingness of f 
and positivity of f,! First we observe that there exist n o w h e r e  d i f f e r e n ­
tiable increasing functions (in contrast to the theorem of L e b e s g u e  in 
the real c a s e ) , In fact, b y  [2] Cor. 2.6, there exists a nowhere d i f f e ­
rentiable isometry a: K -»• K. Let A e K, 0 < |X| < 1 „ Then x-Xa(x) 
is increasing, nowhere differentiable.
Clearly, if f is an increasing function, defined on some s u b s e t  X 
of K w i thout isolated points and if f is differentiable then for e a ch
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x e X . f ' (x) = lim $f(x,y) e K  . So f 1 is positive. If, addition, f
y*x
is strictly increasing, then f ’ is strictly positive.
By [2] 3.6 any d e r i v a t i v e  is of Baire class 1 and b y  [.2] 3.10 
every Baire class 1 f u n c t i o n  has an antiderivative.
So a r e a s o n a b l e  q u e s t i o n  is: let ft X  -+ K  b e  a (strictly) p o s i ­
tive Baire class 1 function. Then does f have a (strictly) increasing 
antiderivative? W e  p r o c e e d  t o  prove that the answer is "yes".
W e  first n e e d  a r e f i n e m e n t  of [2], 3.4, (c).
L E M M A  3.9. Let X ^ K  and let f : X ■+ K  bj2 a, Baire class 1 function such
that If(x)| < 1 for all x e X. Then there exist locally con-
1
stant functions g, ,g_/... : X -»■ K  such that g I S 1 ----for
--------------------------------------— ----- ^ 1 2 --------- —  ^n n ---------------
each n  and
f >■ I g (pointwise) .
n
P r o o f . There exist c o n t i n u o u s functions f^,f ,... : X -*■ K  such that
f “ lim f pointwise. T h e r e  e x i s t  locally constant functions h^,h^,... :
X -»■ K  such that I f -h \ £ 2 , hence f = lim h pointwise. Define
n n n
t i , t ^ ,... : X  +  K  as follows
t (x) : = 
n
h (x) if |h (x) | i 1 - -  
n n n
0 if |h (x)t > 1 - i  ,
n n
T h e n  t is locally constant for each n e IN. ({x e X : i h  (x)| < 1 - — } n n n
\
is closed and open in X ) . It | £ 1 --- and lim t = f. Now let g , := t, ,
n n n 1 1
and g :« t -t . (n^2). Then lg„I = |t I = 0 ,  each g is locally con- 
n n n-1 1 1  n
s t a n t , I g | ^ m a x  (it I , 11 i) £ m a x  (1 - — , 1 - — ~ )  = 1 - ~  , f =
n n n-1 n n-1 n
00 00
t, + E (t -t ) ** E g  .
1 , n+1 n 4 n
n= l n=l
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LEMMA 3.10. Let X c K  have no isolated points and let f t  X K  be
Baire class 1 f u n c t i o n , i f(x)I < 1 for all x e X. T h e n  f 
has an antiderivative F for w h i c h
g-teJ-WM < 1 (*,y « X, x t y ) .
x-y
00
Proof. By L e m m a  3.9, f = Z f  , where each f is locally constant,
------  , n n
n=l
1
If | < 1 --- . By [2] 3.9 each f has an antiderivative F for w h i c h
n n n n
If  (x)-F (y) | ^ max (If (x) 1 , ■— ) |x-y| (x,y e X) .
n n n
By [2] 3.7, F:= E F is an antiderivative of Z f = f. N o w  for x,y e X, 
x f  y:
1 F(x) — F (y ) | <  sup|F (x ) ~F (y) I £ sup max (1 f (x) | ) |x-y |
n n n 2n
n n
< lx-y| max (|f (x) I ,•") . Now for each x  £ x, |f (x) | < 1 for each n
n 2 n
n
and limif (x) | = 0  < 1, Hence max|f (x) | < 1. It follows that
n n
n
|F(x)~F(y) 1 < 1 x —y | .
T H EOREM 3.11. Let X c K  have no isolated points and let f : X -> K  be
(strictly) p o s i t i v e . T h e n  f has a (s t r i c t l y ) increasing 
antiderivative.
P r o o f . The function x 1*^  f(x)-l has, b y  3.10, an antiderivative H such
*
that l${H)| < 1. Let F(x) : x + H(x) (xeX) . T h e n  F'= f and 4>(F) = 1+0 (H).
Thus , if f is positive then F is increasing. If f is strictly p o s i t i v e  
then |£(x)-l| < r < 1 for all x e X and, b y  a trivial e x t e n s i o n  of 3.10, 
we may choose H such that 14» (H) I < r. It follows that 1 ( F )  — 11 < r, so 
F is strictly increasing.
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We c o llect the r e sults in
C O R O L L A R Y  3.12. L e t  X  c k  have n o  Isolated p o i n t s . T h e n
(i) If f : x +  K i s  differentiable and (strictly) increasing 
then f ' is_ a. (strictly) positive Baire class 1 f u n c t i o n .
(ii) I £  g: X ■> K  is_ ja (s t r i c t l y ) positive Baire class I func­
tion then g h a s  ji (strictly) increasing a n t i d e r i v a t i v e .
(iii) If f: X -*■ K  is d i f f e r e n t i a b l e and if' f  is (s t r i c t l y ) po- 
sltive then f =* g+h w h e r e  g _is (s t r i c t l y ) increasing and 
w h e r e  h ’~ 0.
N o t e . We cannot st r e n g t h e n  3.12 (iii) b y  r ep l a c i n g  " h ,= 0" b y  Mh is
l o c a l l y  constant". In fact, if X  = 3  then every locally constant f u n o
P
tion has b o u n d e d  d i f f e r e n c e  quotients. If our statements w e r e  true, 
then e v e r y  d i f f e r e n t i a b l e  f: ¡3 ■+* <2 for w h i c h  f 1 is p o s i t i v e  would
h a v e  b o u n d e d  d i f f e r e n c e  quotients.
B u t  consider the f u n c t i o n  f: % ** 4} d e f i n e d  v i a
P  P
f(x) : =
x - p ^ n if |x-pn | < p  (n £ {0,1,2,...})
e l s e w h e r e
T h e n  f ' (x) = 1 for all x  e ar . L e t  x  := p  and y  =« p  + p  (neIN) * Thenp  n  n *- ■=-
v n 2n ^ , . n 3n . , . , 2n. -2n
f ( x n ) = p  -p , f(yn ) = y n  =  P  + p  t so |f (x^)-f (yn ) I =  ip I = p  ,
i i i 3n, ~3n 
w h e r e a s  |x -y I = ip I =  p  . S o
n n
f(x )-fty)
lim I----------- 1 = lim p -
x -y
:1V*00 n n JV+00
1
W e  now study the c o n n e c t i o n b e t w e e n  increasing -functions and 
continuous p o s i t i v e  functions.
If f is a (strictly) increasing C*"-function then clearly f  is a con- 
tinuous (strictly) p o s i t i v e  function^
- 3 4 -
C o n v e r s e l y , let X c k  have n o  isolated points and let f : X  +  K  b e  con-
1
tinuous and positive. Let P: C(X) ■+ C (X) a map similar t o  the one d e ­
fined in [2] page 46, e . g . ,
00
(Pf ) (x) = X ,  + 2 f (x ) (x -x ) ( X € X) .
1 . n n+l n
n-1
(Here the x are defined in the following way. Let 1 > r, > r > ... ,
n 1 2
lim r =* 0. The equivalence relation "x ~  y  iff lx-y| < r " y i e l d s  a
i n
partition of X into balls. Choose a center in each such ball. T h e y  form
a collection R  . We can arrange that R  c R  . for each n. For n e IN,
n n n+1
let x := a (x) where a (x) is characterized b y  |cr (x)-x| < r , a (x) € R 
n n n n n n n
See [2] 5.3, 5.4.)
1
F r o m  [2] 5 . 4 f it follows that Pf is a C -antiderivative of f. It s u f f i ­
ces to prove that Pf is (strictly) increasing. Let x,y t X, x ^ y,
Ix—y| < r , . Then there is s such that r . ^ |x-y| < r . W e  have
1 s+1 s
x, = y w - . - f  x  = y  , x j  y . Further |x -x ! < |x-y| ( n > s ) ,
1 1  s s s+1 s+1 n+1 n
^ n + l ~ yn^ “ (n>s), lx s + ^~ys + ^  s lx-yl- Hence (using the i d en t i t y
x = E x^ n + l“xn )+ x i' y  * E Y^ n + l ~ yn J+ y i' X 1 “ y l} iPf (x)-Pf (y)-(x-y) | =
(f (x )-l) {x - y  ) + E (f(x )-l)(x -x 
s s+1 s+1 n n+1 n
n>s
E ( f  (y ) - l )  (y -y ) |
n n+l n
n>s
If |f (x)~l | < a for all x e X, w e  have since lim|f(x )-1 I exists,
n
sup|t(xn )-l! < a, similarly, sup|f(y ) - 1 1 < a. 
n>s n>s
So we get |Pf(x)-Pf(y)-(x-y) I < a|x-y |.
Now suppose |x-y| £ r , . T h e n  since for all n:|x -x I < r, , | x - y 4 | =
1 n+1 n 1 1 * 1
|x-y| w e  get (again under the assumption |f(x)-l| < a for all x e X) :
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iO
I (Pf) (x)-(Pf) (y)-(x-y) I = I Z ( f ( x ) - l ) ( x  -x )
, n n+1 n
n=l
T- f y )“ l ) ( y  x i ~y ) I  ^ « r . - U\ x-y
J n n+1 n 1
n-1
W e  have proved:
T H E O R E M  3.13, L e t  X  c K  have no isolated points. Then the m a p  P defined
via
03
(Pf) (x) = x + E f (x ) (x -X ) (f e C ( X ) , x e X)
1 , n n+i n
n=l
(st r i c t l y ) p o s i t i v e  functions into (s t r i c t l y )increa-
sing functions.
C O R O L L A R Y  3.14. Let X c K  have n o isolated p o i n t s . T h e n  if f e C^ (X) and
f 1 is (s t r i c t l y ) p o s i t i v e , then f « j+h where j is_ (s t r i c t l y ) 
increasing and h  jLs_ locally c o n s t a n t .
P r o o f . By  3.12 we h a v e  f = j+h w h e r e  j is (strictly) increasing and
b is
w h e r e  h' “ 0. N o w  b y  [2] Cor. 5.2 there is a locally constant f u n c ­
tion 1: X > K with I |‘M h - l )  I I < h. T h e n  s:23 j + (h— 1) is (strictly) in-
* 0 3
c r e a s i n g , so we h a v e  1 « s+1, w h e r e  s is (strictly) increasing and 1 
is locally constant.
N o t e . We may also d e f i n e  convex functions. Let X c k. A function 
f: X -* K  is called convex if the second order di f f e r e n c e  quotient is 
positive. I.e., if for all x,y,z c X (x ^ y, y / a, x ^ z) we have
f(x)-f (y) _ f(x)-f (z)
. „ , v (x,y)-fl>f (x,z) x-y x-z _ T>+
<fc f (x,y,z ) := -------------------- - ------ --------------------- g K
I  y-z y-z
(Just as we did for increasing function we may d i s t i n g u i s h  b etween convex 
and strictly convex.)
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It follows that for a  convex function £ the function xi ^  4>f(x,y)
defined on X\iy) is an isometry, hence can b e  continuously extended to
the whole of X. Define $f(y,y) = lim $f(x,y) (yeX). Thus, f is a i f f e -
x^y
rentiable. For all x,y,z,t e X w e  have
|$f (x,y)~$f (z,t) I ^ max( |#f (x ,y) -$f (z ,y) |,
|*l>f (z,y)-4>f (z,t) i) £ m a x ( | x - z | , |y-t|). Hence, $f is uniformly c o n t i n u ­
ous on X i.e., f is strongly uniformly d i f f e re n t i a b l e  in the sense of 
[2j page 67.
For each y e X the function x»-»- fi>f(x,y) is increasing on X.
If X(K) ^ 2 then convexity of f implies increasingness of ?af1 .
(Proof.
„ . <i>f (x,y)-0f (x',y) . f (x)-$f (x‘ ,x) _ „+ , , 
lirn ------------;----- *—  - ------------------ £ K (x 7* x')
x-x' x-x*
4>f (x,y)-$f ( x’ ,y) {l>f ( x, x 1)- f ' (x*) „+ .
l x m  -------------------- -------------- ----- --------- e K  (X  ^  x >)
Y*x'
f 1 (x) - f 1{ x 1) + +
so ------ — -----  e 2 K  [x x'), whence <f>{^f') (x,x') £ K  if x ^ x'.)
X“X
2
Ofcourse, if f £ C (X) (see L2 j 8.1) then convexity of f implies posi
tivity of D^f ([2].8.4). S o  if X(K) f  2 then ^f" = D^f ([2J 8.14) is
2
positive. If X<K) = 2 then f" = 0 for all C -functions.
Note. The functions that are monotone of type 3 (3 c X) , see Def. 2.15, 
are easy to discribe: f is monotone of type 0 if and only if b * I: is 
increasing for any b a 6.
We now turn to the functions X *- K  that are of type o where 
a : £ -*• Z . (2.14). For examples of such f, w h e r e  o is not a m u l t i p l i e r
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see 3.19 and 3.20. T o  avoid needless complications from now on in this 
s e ction we will assume that X  is_ an open convex subset of K. T h i s  im­
plies that the set {ore E : there is x e X such that x > a} is inde-
a
p e n d e n t  of a e X. Thus, X is h o m o g e n e o u s  in the sense that (a+a) n X ^ 
for some a  e X, a e Z then for each b € X, (b+a) n X ^
Let E (X) :*» {a e E : there is x , y  e X such that x > y K  T h e n  for each
a ,
a e X
E (X) = {a € E : x  > a for some x  e x}.
a
E i t h e r  E (X) —  K  or E (X) =  {a £ Z : 1 ot | < r } for some r > 0 or E (X) =
{a e E : |a| < r} for some r > 0. H e n c e  E (X) is closed u n d e r  ®  (see 
1.2) i.e., if a,$ e Z (X) and a ©  3 is defined then a © 3 € E ( X ) .
T o  be sure that f is m o n o t o n e  b o t h  of type a and type x implies a » x 
w e  define
D E F I N I T I O N  3.15. (L e t  X  <= K  b e  o p e n , convex a n d ) let a : I  (X) **■ E .
f ; X  -»■ K  iis called monotone of type a if for all
t,
x , y  e X  and a e 2 (X)
x  > y  **- f (x) > f (y). 
a a (a)
L e t  f : X  K  b e  m o n o t o n e  of type a: E (X) *> E . T h e n  
cr(-d) - -a (a) (a £ E (X)).
L e t  a E ( X ) . Xf a (a) ffi 0(0) is d e f i n e d  then so is 
a © 3 and a(ot ffi 3) ® cr(a) ©  a(f3).
Let a, 3 e E (x) . If |a| < |3l then |a(a)| < I a (3) 1 - 
L e t  s be_ in the p r i m e  field of K  and let | s { »  1. T h e n  
a(sa) = sa(a) (ot e E(X)).
If 3 € E ( X ) , 13 1 = 1, 3 contains an e l ement of the prime 
f i e l d  of K  t h e n  a(pct) =  3o(a) for all a € E(X).
T H E O R E M  3.16.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
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(vi) f e M  (X) (i.e., for all x , y,z,t e X, |x~y| < |z-t|
us -----------------
implies |f(x)-f(y)| < I f (z)-f (t) I).
(vii) f is_ either nowhere continuous or u n i f o r m l y  continuous 
on X.
P r o o f .
(i) Let x,y <e X  such that x  > y. T h e n  fix)-f(y) £ cr (a); f(y)-£(x) c -a (a).
a
But also y > x, hence f(y)-f(x) e a (-a). So -a (a) and cr(-a) are not
-a
disjoint and they m u s t  coincide.
(ii) Suppose a (a) © tf(3) is defined. If a © 3 were not, then 3 = -ot so,
b y  (i) , o(3) = cr(—ot) = -cr(a). Hence also a ©  3 is defined. Choose
x,y £ X with x > y. There is z e X such that y  > z. Then x - y  k a,
a 3
y-z £ 3, so x-z e a ® 3. Further f(x)-f(y) e cr(ot), f(y)-f(z) e a (3) so
f(x)-f(z) £ a (a) ©  tf(3)- A l s o  x-z e. a ©  3, s o  f(x)-f(z) e a (a © 3).
The signs a (a) © a (3) and (ot © 3) are not d i s j o i n t  and t h e y  m u s t  coincide.
(iii) Let |a| < |B|. Choose x,y,z such that x - y  e cx, y-z e 3- T h e n  (see
1.2 and preamble) f(x)-f(z) = f (x) -f (y) +f (y) -f (z) £ a (a)+0 (3), x-z £
ot + 3 = a © 3 =  3/ so f (x)-f (z) e a (3). Thus [o(a)+cr(3)] n a (3) is n o t
empty. If a (a) © a (3) were not d e fined then a (a) - -a (3) and o(a) +  ar(3)
ft M
would be a b a l l  with center 0 and radius |cr{3) I , b u t  then [cr ( a ) + a (3) ] 
n a (3) w o u l d  be empty. Hence a (a) © 0(3) is d e fined and b y  (ii) we h a v e  
a (a) © a (3) *  a (3). By (1.2) (vi) , |a (a) i < |a(3)|.
(iv) Let x (K) ¥* 0. Then s =  n*l for some n e {1,2,... ,x (K) -1}, so b y
1.2 (vii), so} =  not -  © a , so (a) =  no (a) = ©  a ( a ) . B y  a r e p e a t e d  appli-
n n
cation of (ii) , we see a (© a) = ©  cr (ot) » Hence ft (sot) = stf(ct).
n n
Let x (k) =  £*et s b e  of the form n* 1 for some n £ IN. B y  a s i m i ­
lar reasoning as above, o(sa) = so(a). W e  may identify the prime field 
o f  K  with fi.
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Now observe that {s e K ; a (set) - 3 0(a) for all u c 1} Is a multipli-
*cative subgroup of K containing all elements of the form n*l (neIN) ,
icand -1 (by (i) ) , hence it'must contain Q .
Let x (K) - 0, x (k) ~ P 7s By a similar reasoning as above, we
*arrive at the fact that is € K : a(sa) = scr(a) for all a e Z} is a mul-
tiplicative subgroup of K containing -I,1,2,...,p-l. We may identify
/
the prime field of K with C* If n e IN, n - s mod p (lás^ p-l) then 
net = sa for all a, so a (na) = a(sa) = sa(a) = na{a). Thus our multipli­
cative group contains all n e 2r that ar not divisible by p, so it con- 
tains all s é ©, having absolute value 1.
(v) is an easy consequence of (iv).
(vi) If Ix—y I < Iz~t| and if x-y ^ 0 then x-y e oc, z-t e 3 for some
a,e 6 I ,  la I < IBI. By (iii) |a(a)| < |a(0) I so |f(x)-f(y)| < |£(z)-f(t)|. 
For the case x-y = 0 we must prove that f is injective. Now z / t, so 
z-t e a for some a hence f(z)-f(t) c a(a). Thus, f(z) ¿ f(t).
(vii) Let p := inf If(x)-f(y)!. If p > 0 then clearly f is nowhere conti-
Xjfy
nuous. If p = 0, let e > 0. There is a,b c X, a ¿ b such that |f(a)-f(b)|
< e. By (vi) , for all x,y e X vfith lx-y| < | a-b I , | f (x) —f (y) I < |f(a)-f(b)|
< e. Then f is uniformly continuous.
A natural question that can be raised is the following. If f : X K 
is of type a, does it follow that a is injective? We have (see also 3.18 
and 3.20)
THEOREM 3.17. Let f : X -»■ K be monotone of type a. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.
(a) a is_ injective.
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(3) f e M^ (X).
(y) f e M (X) .ubs
{6) lt_, for a, 3 e E (X) , a © 3 is^  defined then so i_s a (a) © a (3)
(and o(cc) © 0(3) - cf(a ©6)).
(e) If a,3 e E (x) , |a(ct)| < I ar (B) I then |a| < |3l.
Proof. We prove (a) *•> (e) •»* (y) (3) -► (6) (a).
(а) -* (e). Let |a(a)| < |o(B)l then o(a) ©o(8) = a(3) (1.2. (vi) ) . By 
3.16, (iii) , a (a © 3) - o (oc) © a (3) = 0(B). Since a is injective,
a © 3 = 3 so (again 1.2. (vi)) |u| < |3|.
(e) -»■ (y) • Let |x~y| £ |z-t | (x,y,z,t e X). We prove |f(x)-f(y)| £ 
|f(z)-f(t) |. If z = t there is nothing to prove. Assume z ^ t and 
lf(x)~f(y)| > |f(z)-f(t)|. Then (f is injective), supposing x~y e a, 
z-t e 3 for some a,3 e E (X), we have f(x)-f(y) e a (a), f(z)-f(t) c a (3) 
and I a (a) I > j a (3)J. By (e), fa! > |0i i.e., Jx-y| > )z-tj. Contradic­
tion.
(y) -* (3)* Trivial.
(3) (6). Suppose o (a) © a(3) is not defined. Then |a(a)| = I a ( 3 ) I 
and, by 3.16 (iii), la I ~ (0|. Choose x,y,z such that x-y e a, y-z e 3» 
Then f(x)-f(z) e a(a) + o(3) so lf(x)-f(z)| < |a(a)| = |f(x)-f(y)|. 
Since f e M^ {X), |x-z| < |x-y| hence, since x-z e a fi 3, x-y e a:
I a © 31 < I a|. But |a © 31 = max( I a | , 13 ! ) , a contradiction.
(б) -> (a). Suppose a(a) = a(3) and a £ 3. Then a © (-3) is defined. By
(6), also o(a) © a(~3) is defined. But 0(-3) = -0(3) - -0(a), so
0(a) © -o(a) is defined, a contradiction.
THEOREM 3.18. Let k be a prime field. Then, if f : X -> K is monotone
of type o then o is^  injective.
i
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Proof, Suppose a(a) = a(0) for some a,3 € I(X). Then |a(a)| = |a{0){ so, 
by 3.16 (iii), |cx| = |0|. There is t e K, !t! — 1 such that 0 = ta. Since 
k is a prime field we may suppose t e {1 ,2 , . ..,p-l} if k = IF and t e Q
r > jif k = C. So, by 3,16 (iv), a(0) = a(ta) ■» ta(a) = ta{0). For x e a(0)
—  |  +we have tx e ct{$), so tx*x e K i.e., lt-l| < 1. It follows easily 
that t = 1. Hence, a — 0.
We now like to determine all c : Z -*■ S that "can occur" as the type
of a monotone function in case K = © . We use the fact that Z can. beP
identified with the following subgroup of
t
{0Xpn: i e {0,1,2,.,.,p-2}, n € 2}
where 0 is a primitive (p~l) root of 1. (See 1.5.)
First, let f : Q be monotone of some type a : £ -+■ E. By 3.18, crP P
is injective. By 3.17, (e), 3.16 (iii) we have Jal < [01**- Iff (a) | < 
|a(0) | and |ct| » 101 «+ I a (a) I “ |a(0)|, so Ja(a)| is a strictly increa­
sing function of {ot | .
Set
/rti n, _s(i,n) X(i,n) ,„i na(8 p ) = 0 p * (9 p e E)
Where s : {0,1,2,... ,p-2 } x 2 -+■ {0,1,2,... ,p-2} and X : {0,1,2,...,p~2} 
x 2 + sr. We see that |ct (0^ pn) I = jcr (0^ pn) I for all i,j e {0,1,2,...,p-2} 
hence A(i,n) = X(j,n) for all i,j e {0,1,2,...,p~2}. Then
,Qi n. _s(i,n) X(n) 
a (0 p ) = 8  p
where X : 2 ->• 2 is a strictly increasing function (in the classical 
sense).
„ \ n, _i , n, oi_s(0,n) X(n)By 3.16 (v) , cy (0 p ) - 0 cr(p ) = 0 0 p
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Thus, o is of the form
(*) e V  -  ei es(n)pMn)
where s : 3N-* {0,1,2,...,p-2} and A : Z ->• Z is strictly increasing
Conversely, if we are given a map o of the form (*) then it is easy to
construct an f : Q <0 , monotone of type cr. In fact, let x e Q ,P P P
n p-2x = S a p ,  where a e {0,1,0,... ,0 } for each n and a - 0 for _ n n -nneZ
large n. Then set
f(x).'= E a 0 s(n,pMn).n cneZ
« __
Now let x = £ a^p , y - Z b^p and Tr{x-y) ~ 0 p for some i € (0,1,. . . ,p~2},
t
m e 2\ Then a = b for n < m and a -b = 0  mod p. So the sign of a -bn n  r a m  c m m
jt,  ^ \ n , . Vûs(n) X(n) , . ,0s(ra) A(ra) , , is 9 . f x -f y = E (a -b )0 p ~ (a -b )0 p + r, wherew n n m m  rn>m
I r I < jf(x)-f (y) i . The sign of f(x)-f(y) is the sign of (a^-b^) 0S ^ p ^ 11^
, . , , ftiAs(m) A(m) _ ... , . . Airts(m) A (m) ,.i m. wh^ch is 0 0 p . So tt (f (x) —f (y) ) = 0 0  p - a (0 p ) . Thus,
f is monotone of type a. We have found
THEOREM 3.19. The set {or ; E ■+ E : there is f : 0 *> © , monotone of
------------------------- ----------------------------*p *p' ----------------------------------------------—
type cr} is equal to the set of all u : E ■+ E of the form
e V '-  ei es(n>pXin)
where s : 2 {0,1,2,...,p~2} and A : Z ■+■ Z is^  strictly 
increasing.
Remark. With the notations as in 3.19, let y(n) := A(n)-n. Then 
y : Z -> Z is increasing (y(n+l) = A(n+l)-(n+l) > \ (n)+l- (n+1) = yin)) 
We then have two possibilities for a function f : monotone
of type ct.
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(a) lim y{n) = Then |a{a)| = ia||p^nM, (a - 0ipn) , so lim 1g- = o. 
n-^ 0 | a | +0
f (x) — £ (y)Thus lim |--- -— *— I = 0 uniformly: f is uniformly differentiable and
x-y->-0 X ^
f' = 0.
(b) \i is bounded above. Then y(n) is constant, c, for n £ nn. (Foru
example, if a is bijective then we have even y(n) ='c for all n.)
i
Thus, for sufficiently small |a| (a = 0 p e £) we have
crCcx) | = | = |pn+C[ = lpC||a|.
£So, there is r such that |x-y| < r implies |f(x)-f(y)| - |p ||x-y|.
In this case we then have;there is r > 0 and A e such that on each
-1ball in {> of radius r, A f is^  an isometry-
We now construct an example of a function f monotone of type a,
wher a is not injective. Let p = 3 mod 4 and let K := Q (/~1). The
elements of K can be written as a+bi (a,b c 2 ) and |a+biI = max(la|,jb|)P
The value group of K is the same as the one of the residue class
2field has p elements (hence is not a prime field, see 3.18). Let X be 
the unit ball of K, let
For each x e X there is a unique x e S such that |x-x| < 1. As in sec
tion 1, let ir : K ->■ E be the sign map. Notice that 7r(s) ^ Tr(t) for
* / s , t € S , S T- t .
Define a function h : S -+ K as follows
h(a+bi) = — a (a+bi e S)P
and let f : X ->• K be defined via
f(x) « x + h(x) (x a X)
We claim that f is monotone of type a where
o(ir(a+bi)) = tt a) if a+bi e S, a ^ 0P
a (a) = a elsewhere.
(Clearly, o is a well defined map E(X) ->■ K, cj is not injective since, 
for example, cr (tt (1)) = a(7r(l+i)).
...
Proof. Let I a| <1 and x-y e a, then |x-y| < 1 so x = y, h(x) = h(y).
It follows that f(x)-f(y) ~ x-y e a = a (a).
Now let |a | - 1 be of the form tt (bi) t be {1,2,.. . ,p-l} and let 
x-y f a. Say, x = r+si, y = t+ui (r,s,t,u f. {0,1,2,... ,p-l}) . Then also
x-y e a, so Jr+si-t-ui-bi| < 1 hence r - t. Thus, h(x) = — r = h(y) ,P
and we have f(x)-f(y) = x-y e a - a(a).
Finally, let |a| = 1, a - Tr(a+bi), where a ^ 0 (a,b r {0,1,2,...,p~l})
and let x-y e a. Set x ~ r+si, y = t+ui. Then x-y c. a, so r-t = a mod p.
_ i — i _ _ i iWe find h(x) = — r, h(y) = — t, sa th(x)-hiy)-- a| < -j— r|a| i.e.P P P IP f
h(x)-h(y) r tt {— a) . Since I it (x-y )|  ^1, we find f(x)~f(y) = x-y-(h (x)-h (y) )P1e i! (— a) =o (n (a+bi)) = 0 (a) .P
Concluding:
EXAMPLE 3.20. Let p = 3 mod 4 and K = (/-I). Then there exists a function
-----------jr --  p --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
f : {x <£ K: |x| 5 1} -*■ K, monotone of some type a , where a is 
not injective.
In case K has discrete valuation we have some extra information.
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THEOREM 3.21. Let K have discrete valuation and let f : X ->■ K he mono'
tone of type o e Z(X). Then
(i) f is continuous.
injective
sets.
(iii) If_ a i!3 injective and if f (X) is^  convex then there is 
X c K such that Xf is an isometry.
Proof, ii) Follows from 3.16 (vi) and 2.13 (2) (c), If a is injective 
then by 3.16 (iii) and 3.17 (e), |ct <a)[ is a strictly increasing func­
tion of |ot |. Suppose X is bounded. Then I (X) = {a e E:|a| < r} for some 
r e K . Let |cr(a) I - s whenever lot I = r* Let I tr i < 1 be the generator 
of Ik I . Let lal = Ulr. Then |a| < r so |o(a)| < s, hence |o(ct)| S |tt J s»
By induction, it follows that !cr(a)[ < W|ns whenever |a| = ] it I nr y so
s -II a (a)) £ |a|*^ . So the difference quotients of f are bounded by sr
Then clearly f is bounded. So we have (ii). We prove (iii). If f (X) is
convex then E(f(X)) has the form {a e £:|a| £ s} for some s e Ik | V {°°K
^  «jlf 
Then a induces an injection of {p e Jk |¡p £ r} onto {a c |K |:|a| 5 s}
that is (strictly) increasing. It follows easily that this map is a mul­
tiplier. So | a (a >I - c|a| for some c e IR i.e., [f(x)-f(y)| » IcIIx—yI 
for all x ry e X.
3.21. (ii) induces the question under what conditions an f : X •+ K, 
monotone of type a , is bounded on bounded sets. We have an affirmative 
answer in each of the following cases.
(1) K is a local field (f is continuous).
(2) k is finite and X = {x e K: |x| ¿1}. (Proof let a^,a^>•..r e  X be
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rep resen ta t ives  modulo {x c K:|xi < 1}/ l e t  M - m ax| f (a . ) - f ( a  ) I . For
1 1
each x,y e. X we have i,j for which |x-a. ! < 1, ly-a.| < 1. Since
1 J
f c M (X) , we have If(x)-f(a.)I < M, |f(y)-f(a.) I < M whence |f(x)-f (y) s 1 3
£ M: f is bounded.)
(3) K is discrete, a is injective (this is 3.21 (ii))-
On the other hand we have the following
EXAMPLE 3.22. Let k bj2 isomorphic to the algebraic closure of IF . Let
x k®. the unit ball of K, Then there exists a, function 
f : X -* K, monotone of type a , for some a : Z (X) T. 
such that
(i) a is not injective.
(ii) f, ${f) are unbounded.
Proof.
As an
►
{F -vector space, k has a countable base e,#ert,... . For any X £ IF , 
P 1 2  p
X = nl for some n e {0,1,2,...,p-i}. (Here for a field L, 1 is the |F Lp
unit element of L.) Define X nl . Choose c ,c ,... e. K such thatK 1 2
1 < I c. I < | c„ I < ... , lim | c | - 00, and define a map h : k -* K via 1 2  nn-*°
h(E A e ) - E X c (EXec! k)n n n n n n
Define f : X K by
f(x) = x + h(x) (x e X)
(Here x is the image of x under the canonical map X k).
Then clearly f is unbounded and so is $(f).
Let us identify {ot e E:|a| = 1} with k in the obvious way. We claim that 
f is monotone of type g where
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a if |ot { < 1
a (a) =
it (A c ) if a = n  e , n = maxim ; A 0}. n n m m  m
In fact, let x-y e a and |a| < 1. Then h(x) = h(y) so f(x)~f{y) - x-y
4*
*1
e a(a). Now let x-y e a where ¡a| = 1. Then set x = E A e , Y = £ y e .J n n' J n n___r
Let r = max{n ; A £ y }. Then x-y = E (A -y )e - a, so 0 (a) = tt((A ~y )c )n n ** n n n ' r r rn=l
On the other hand, f(x)-f(y) = x-y- (h (x) -h(y)) = x-y-E(A -y )c =' n n nr
x-y- E (A -y )c . Thus tt (f (x) -f (y)) = tt((A -y )c ).
* n n n r r rn~l
Now we have £*"^y = A -y mod p , so tt (X —pT ) — it (A -y ) .  I t  fo l lo w s  t h a tr r  r r  r r r r
f(x)-f(y) € a(a).
Obviously, a is not injective.
We will consider briefly the differentiable functions, monotone of 
type o. Let f : X -*■ K be such a function. If f’ (a) «* 0 for some a e X,
then lim -g - 0, so f' = 0  uniformly on X. Now let f1 (a) ^ 0. Then 
|a|+0 ,al
if x is sufficiently close to a, we have | —— — —  f' (a) I < If1 (a) |.x-a
Thus for Iot| small enough we have f1(a) e  ^ i.e. °  ^  is constant. 
This implies that tt (f1 (x)) does not depend on x (f1 has constant sign) 
and that locally f is monotone of type 3 for some 6 e E.
We end this section with a discussion on the question which maps
0 : E £ do occur as a type of a monotone function.
LEMMA 3.23. Let a : E -*■ E. Suppose 0 satisfies
if a © g is_ defined then a (a © 3) = 0(a) © 0(3) • (ot,3 e E) 
Then
(i) 0 (-a) = -0 (a) (a £ E).
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(ii) l£_ a (a) ;'. :\s_ defined then so is a © 3.
(iii) If la| < 131 then la(a)I < la (3) I .
•’.1 a is injective.
I L  ” IB I then \a-ia) I = I a (3) i •
Proof, (i) is trivial if xtk) - 2, so suppose x(k) ^ 2 and let -0 (a) f  a (-a) 
for some a e £ . Then we have the identity (a © a) © (-a) = a, so 
a (a © a) © a (-a) = a (a), whence (a (a) © a (a)) © a (-a) = a (a) . Now by
1.2 (iii) o(ct) ~ a (a) © (a (a) © a (-a)) (this last expression is defined.
If not, then -o(a) = o(a) © a(~a). Now a(a) © y = ~a(a) has only one 
solution namly y = ~2o(a) . So we then would have cr(-a) = -2a(a) = -(a(a) 
ffi o(a)), but this contradicts the existence of (a (a) © cr(a)) © a (-a)).
Prom a(ct) * a (a) © (a (a) © a (-a)) we obtain by 1,2 (vi) : |o(a) © a (-a) i
< 1 a (a) | * On the other hand, by 1.2 (v) , [<r(a) © a(-a)| = ¡a (a) I v 
Contradiction, (i) follows.
♦
Now (ii) follows easily from (i): if a © 3 were not defined then 3 = -a 
so, by (i) , cr(a) fi a (3) = a (a) © -a (a), a contradiction. Let [a( < |3|, 
then a © 3 = 3/ so a (a © 3) = a(a) © o{3) = a(3). By 1,2 (vi) we find 
I a (a) | < la(3)I. We proved (iii).
If o(a) = a(3) and a ^ 3 then a (a fi (-3)) = o(a) fi at-3) 58 a (a) fi -a (a) , 
an absurdity. So a is injective (iv). Finally, let |a| - |Bl and 
la (a) | > lo(3) |. Then a(a) * a(a) fi o(3) = (by (ii)) = o(a fi 3). By in­
jectivity of a, a ® a fi 3, and by 1.2 (vi) , we find |3l < lotf -
Now we have
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LEMMA 3.24. Let K be_ spherically complete, let. Y c k (not necessarily
convex) and let t : E (Y) (= {tt (x-y) : x,y e Y, x ^ y}) •+ I 
such that f is_ monotone of type t  (i.e., x,y e Y, x-y e a e I (Y) 
then f(x)-f(y) e T(a)).
Suppose x can be extended to a. 0 : £ -*• £ satisfying the con­
dition of Lemma 3.23. Then f can be extended to monotone
| / 
function f : K -*■ K of type a.
Proof. By Zorn's lemma, it suffices to extend f to Y u {a} (a ^ Y) such 
that f(x)-f(a) e cr(ir(x-a)), f(a)-f(x) e a(Tr(a-x)) for all x € Y. By
3.23 (i) it suffices to consider only the second case. Let 2^:= f(x) + 
a(TT(a-x)) (x e Y) . Each B is a ball with radius |a(ir(a-x)) 1 . By the
X
spherical completeness of K, we are done if we can show that n B^  ^<f>
(x ^ y, x,y e Y).
Set a := ir(a-x) and 3 := ir(a-y) . Let b e or (a) ; c e cr (3) - We prove;
If(x)+b-f(y)-ci < |a(a) | v ja(3)I - We have two cases:
1) a - 3. Then a-x e a, a-y e a implies |x-y| < |a-x| = )a|, so 
I it (x-y) | < |a| whence . | tt (f (x)-f (y)) | - \<j (tt (x-y)) } < |cr(a) [ (by
3.23 (iii)), so |f(x)-f(y)| < ia(a)|. Further, b e a (a), c e a (a) im­
plies |b-c | < |a(a)|, hence [f(x)+b-f(y)-c j < |a(a) j.
i
2) a ^ 3. Then x-y = a-y-(a-x) e 3 © (-a), so f(x)-f(y)+b-c e
a(3 © -a) + a(a) + a(-3) - a(3 © -a) + tf(a © -3) = a(3 ® (-a))-a($ © -a), 
hence | f (x) -f (y) +b-c 1 < ja (3 © -a) I - [a (3) © o (-a) I ” max (jcr (a) I, I a (3) I) •
THEOREM 3.25. Let K be_ spherically complete and let a : I -* E. Suppose
»
a(a © 3) = a(a) fi a(3) (a,3 e £, a ^ -3).
Then there exists a function f : K -»■ K, monotone of type a.
Proof. Choose Y := {0} and let g : Y -*■ K be defined via g(0) = 0. Then 
g satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.24 so it can be extended to a func­
tion f of type o.
We now give a description of the maps o : E E mentioned in 3.23 
For each re j K | choose a^_ e E such that |ar ! - r. Further, there is 
a natural isomorphim of multiplicative groups between k* and {a c £ : 
a| - l}, denoted by I»-*- (1 c k*) . Of course, if 1+1' ^ 0 then
, « oc1 © . Each element of E can be written in only one way as 
a a. (re | K j , l e k ) .  Now if a is as in 3.23 we get
ÎC JL
a (a a. ) = a. , .a r 1 A(r) n(r, 1)
where A : |K. 1 |K j is strictly increasing and I*-* n(r,l) is an in­
jective group endomorphism of the additive group k. Conversely, if 
X ; iK ; ** !K i is sti*:;tly increasing and for each r, l'->- n(r,l) is an 
injective groi p honomorphism k + k then
a a. ► a . , a . _ v (a a. e E) r 1 / r^) n(r,l) r 1
satisfies the condition of 3.23. So we get
THEOREM 3.26. Let K be sphor.ically complete and let ¡K| - [O,00) . Then
there exist nowhere continuous f : K K, monotone of 
some type a : E -»■ E.
Proof. With the notations as above, let a : E + E bs defined as follows
o(a a, ) = a a . ' r 1 r+1 1
By 3.25 there is an f ; K K monotone of type a. Clearly |f (x)-f(y) I â i
if x / y so f is nowhere continuous.
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4, MONOTONE FUNCTIONS, GENERAL THEOREMS
In this section we study MW(X), M^(X), Mg(X) , . To avoid 
unnecessary complications we ASSUME THROUGHOUT THIS SECTION THAT X 
IS A CLOSED SUBSET OF K WITHOUT ISOLATED POINTS. We collect here the
results on monotone functions that are valid for general K. In the
t
next section we will see what happens if we put some extra conditions 
on K (e.g., Jk| discrete,
First two elementary lemmas,
LEMMA 4.1 Let f : X ■+ K. Then the following conditions are equivalent
(a) f e M  (X) (see Def.2.11).w
For all x,y,z e X, |x-y| < |x-z| implies |f(x)~f(z)| »
I f  ( y j - f  ( z )  I .
(y) For all x,y,z e X, |f(x)-f(z)| £ lf(y)-f(z)l implies 
| x-y { = max, ( [ x-z |, | y-z [ ) .
Proof, (a) -*■ (3) . |.x-y| < |x-z| implies |y-zj = |x-z| > |x-y| , so
«
If(x)-f(y)| £ min(If(x)-f(z)|,[f(y)-f(z)|).
It follows that |f(x)-f(z)| = lf(y)-f(z)|,
(3) ■+■ (y )* (3) says that |f(x)-f(z)| ^ lf(y)-f(z)| implies 
I x-y | £ | x-z | . By symmetry, also I x-y I  ^ [y-z| where 
|x-yi £ max(|x-z|,|y-z|). The opposite inequality is trivial.
«
(Y) (a). Let Ix-y| < |x-z|. Then |x-yi ^ max{|x-z|,|z-y|) 
so, by (y)/ If(x)—f(z) | - |f (y)-f(z)|. Then |f(x)-f(y) J < 
max ( | f (x) -f (z) | , I f (y) -f (z) | ) = | f (x) -f (z) | .
LEMMA 4.2 (i) If f £ M (X), X e K then Xf e M (X) .—  w ---  w
(ii) If f(/f„... e M (X) and f : = lira f pointwise then—  l z w --- n
f
f  e M (X) . w
iiii) If f e M (X) and g : f(X) + X is such that f ° g is
*“  nnrL' V ?  T .1 rm rm. .r- "
the identity on f(X), then g e M (f(X)). In particular,* •i“m ^ B11 r1 V?
if f is_ Injective and weakly monotone then so is f ^. 
(Notice that f(X) need not be closed and may have 
isolated points.)
Proof. Obvious.
Remark. Lemmas, similar to 4.1 and 4.3, but now for M^(X), M (X) , 
M^s(X) have been formulated in 2.2, 2.3, 2.8, 2.9, 2.12.
Although an M -function need not be continuous (see 2.4(5),w
3.26) we will derive properties of Mw~functions that are closely 
related to continuity.
LEMMA 4.3 Let f e M^ (X) . Then f is bounded on precompact subsets of X.
Proof. Let Y c X be precompact. Assume that Y is not a singleton. Then
Y is bounded and has a positive diameter r = max{|x-*y| : x,y e y} .
The equivalence relation x ^ y iff |x-y] < r divides Y into finitely
many classes Y,,...,Y (n £ 2). Choose a, e Y. for each i, and letI n x i
M := max |f(a.) |. We prove: |f|  ^M- In fact, let x e Y. Then there 
lSi<n 1
is i such that | x-a .1 < r. Choose j i. We have | x-a. | < | a. -a.l l i j
whence |f(x)-f(a^)| £ If(a^)-f(a.) i  ^M. So |f(x)| £ M.
The following lemma shows that an f e M (X) at a e X is eitherw
continuous or "very discontinuous".
LEMMA 4.4 Let f £ and let a e X. Then we have the following
alternative.
~53~
Either f is_ continuous at a , or_ for each sequence x^  ,x^ _________ e X
(x 5^ a for all n) with lim x = a the sequence f(x.),f(x„) , ... n ------ -------  n ----- -----  1 2
is bounded and has no convergent subsequence.
Proof. Since is precompact the set {f (Xj),f (Xg) , . . , } is
bounded by Lemma 4.3. We are done if we can prove the following. If
x4/x~/..., lim x = a, x ^ a for all n, lim f(x ) exists, then f is 1 2  n n t n ,n-yoa
continuous at a. Now set a : = lim f(x ). Let y1(y.,.,, e X, lim y — a.n x m n
We prove lim f(y ) = a. (Then it follows that a = f(a) since we may
choose y := a for all n.) Let e > 0. There is k e H for which
|f(x.)-a| < c - For n sufficiently large we have |y -a I < |x,-a|, so k n k
for large m (depending on n) we have ¡y -x | < |x,-x I, whenceJ n m k m .
If(y ) -f (x )]  ^ ] f (x, ) -f (x )|. Since lim f(x ) = a we find 
J n m k m mm-*00
f(y )-a| 2 jf(x. )-a| < e, so lim f(y ) = a.Jn k JnH+QQ
COROLLARY 4.5 Let f c M^iX). Then the graph of f
r_ :«= { (x,y) e X x K : y = f(x)}I
2is closed in K „
Proof. Let (x , f(x ) ) £ T _ and let lim = x, lim f(x ) ~ a. If ----  n n r n n
x = x for infinitely many n then a = f(x), so (x,a) £ T . If not n x
then by the alternative of lemma 4.4, f is continuous at x, so
a = f(x) and (x,a) e r_.f
COROLLARY 4.6 Let f e M (X). If each bounded subset of f(X) is pre
---------  w -------------------------------------------------------------------------—  * -----------------------
compact then f is continuous.
Proof. Direct consequence of 4.4.
To prove a statement dual to 4.4 (see 4.8) we first formulate
a dual form of 4.3.
LEMMA 4.7 Let f t M--  w
-1 -1 f is constant on f (Y) or f (Y) is bounded.
Proof. It suffices to prove: if Z  ^X is unbounded and f(Z) is pre- 
compact then f is constant on Z. Let a,b e Z. Since Z is unbounded 
there are x^,x2,... £ Z such that
( * )  ¡ a - b i  <  <  ¡ x 2 - a l <
Since f(Z) is precompact we may assume (by taking a suitable sub­
sequence) that or = lim f(x^ ) exists. Prom (*) we obtain 
|xr x2l - Ixj-al, |x2-x3| = Ix^-al,..., so
|a~bI < Ix^-a1 < [x1~x2[ < |^ 2-x31 <
hence
f(a)-f(b)| 5 |f(x^)-f(a)| £ [f(XjJ-f(x^)I - ...
it follows that |f(a)”f(b)| = lim |f(x )-f(x .)! = 0 i.e., f(a) = f(b).n n^r ln-MO
LEMMA 4.8 Let f £ (X) and let a c f (X) be_a^  non-isolated point of f (X)
Then we have the following alternative. Either 
I. There is a e X such that for each sequence x^,x2,... in. X 
for which lim f(x ) = a we have lim x = a, or
----------  — '  f t  ................... —  ..................n-Ko
II. If x,,x0,... c X, lim f(x ) = a, f(x ) ^ a for all n,—  I / n n ------
then x,,xnf... is bounded and has no convergent subsequence1 Z —  -■ 1 ■ . . '■ -- ---------  1" —..-.— ...
Proof. Suppose we are not in case II. Since a is not isolated in f(X)
and f(X) is dense in f(X) we have a sequence x,,x9,... in X for which
f(x ) £ a for each n, and lim f(x ) - a . Since f is not constant on n nn-*“
{x^,x2,...} it follows by Lemma 4.7 that {x^x^,.*.} is bounded. Hence, 
since we are not in II, we may assume it has a convergent sub­
sequence. Let us denote this sequence again by and set
a := lim x^ . Then a e X. Now let yjiyg#»-» be a sequence in X for
which lim f(y ) = a. We prove that lim y - a. In fact, let e > 0n n
There is k e H such that Ix^ -al < z . For large n we have 
I f (y ) —ot | < lf(x,)-ai, so for large m (depending on n) we have
•»
I f (yn) -f (xm) ! < If (xk)-f (xm) I whence lyn~^ ml * |xk~xj, so
!yn-a)  ^ !V a! < E*
It is worth stating in detail what is at stake if we are in 
alternative I of above.
Let us call a function f : x K injective at a e X if f (x) = f (a) 
for some x e x implies x = a.
Now suppose that we have a c f(X), not isolated, for which we 
are in alternative I. Then for a sequence with lim f(xn) =a
we have lim x = a e x so (a,a) = lim (x ,f(x )), so by Cor.4.5 weÏli
have a « f(a) . Thus, a e f(X). f is injective at a: if f (b) = f(a) 
then since lim f(b) ~ a we must have lim b - a i.e. b = a. Further, 
f is continuous at a (see 2.13 (2)(a)).
»
If each bounded subset of X is precompact we never can be in case II. 
This is also true if f e M^ (X) and |x| is discrete i.e. if e x
Ix.-y,| > lx0-y0| > ... then lim |x -y I =0. Proof: let a e f(X)1 1  ¿ z n n
and let lim f(x^ ) - af ^ a for all n, Without loss of generality
we may assume
ja-ffXj)! > |a-f(x2) i > ...
hence | f (x^ -f (x2) 1 > 1 f (x2) -f (x ) | > «  «
and, since f (X)
Since |X| is discrete, the sequence is convergent. So we
have case I. We find
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THEOREM 4.9 Let either each closed and bounded subset of X b£ compact
and f c M^ (X) , 0£ let IX | be_ discrete and f c M^ (X) . Then
(i) f(X) is closed (in K).
(ii) I_f f (a) e f (X) is_ not isolated then f Is Injective
at a, f ijs continuous at a. In^  particular if f (X) has 
no isolated points then f is a homeomorphism X ~ f(X).
Proof. If a c f(X)\f(X) then a is not isolated. Since we are in alter­
native I of Lemma 4.8, a e f(X). Contradiction. Thus, f(X) is closed 
and we have (i). The first part of (ii) follows from the observation 
above. The second part from 2.13 (2)(a).
It follows that an f satisfying the conditions of 4.9 maps closed 
subsets of X (without isolated points) into closed sets. But we can
say more.
i
THEOREM 4.10 Let f : X ■+■ K.
(i) If f g M (X) and if V c x is closed and the closed
------  W ------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
and bounded subsets of Y are compact then f(y) is_ 
spherically complete.
(ii) If f c M^ (X) and if Y <= X is_ spherically complete 
then so is f (Y) «
(iii) If_ f c Mg (X) and if A <= f (X) is_ spherically comp 1 ete 
then so is f *(A).
t y ^ t ■ * ■ ^
such that f(y^ ) e B^\B2  ^ ^ ^ 2  ^ e Then we have
I f ( yx) - f ( y 2) I > I f ( y2) - f ( y 3) I > . . .
and, by the weak monotony of f
Proof. (1 ) Let B^  3 B2 5 *** balls in f(Y). Choose y^
-57-
y r y 2' - ly 2~y 3
Suppose first that lim iy -v ,.1 =0. Then y lim y and there aren n+1 n
infinitely many k for which
yk"yk-i' - lyk+ryk'-
NOW |y-yk! < max(|yk-yk+1l,|yk)_r yk+;ll,...) < !yk-yk+1i. So we get
for infinitely many k
y-yk i < iyk-yk_!
whence I f(y>-f(y^ )I S | f (yfc) -f (yk_j)l
so f (y) e  ^for infinitely many k, i.e., f (y) e fl B^ .
k
Next, suppose that ¡Y^^Y^I £ £ > 0 for all k. Then since Y^/Y2 f  • • 4
is bounded it has a convergent subsequence y ,y , ... . Let y := lim yn. n — n.1 2  i
Then we have for infinitely many i
ly-y I < e < !y -y In. n.n.+li i i
whence |f(y)-f(yn )i < lf(yn )-£(Yn +1)I/
i i i
so f(y) e B for infinitely many i i.e., f(y) e H B .
ni k
»
(ii) Let B^  3 B2 d *** ^e balls in f (Y) and let y^,y2,... £Y such that
f(y^ ) e B^XB^ f(y^ )  ^B^XB^,... . Then we have
If(yj)-f(y2)1 > lf(y2)-f(y3)t >
and since f e M^(X):
lyr y2l > ly,-y,l > *  0
Since Y is spherically complete, there is y e Y such that
ly-Ynl £ lYn-Yn+1lfQr a11 hence |f(y)-f(yn)|  ^ I f 1J I
for all n. it follows that f(y) e B for all n.n
(iii) Let p B2 p *"* kalis f  ^(A) . Choose x^  e B^XB^# B^NB^, .
Then !xj-x2  ^ > Ix2-x3^ > '** whence If(x^)-f(x2)I > if(x2)-f(x3)| > ...
There is x «• f  ^(A) such that |f(x)-f(x )| < )f(x )-f(x . )j for all n.n n n-i-1
Hence ¡x-x j z |x -x .| for all n i.e., x e 0 B .n n n+1 nn
-58-
DEFINITION 4.11 Let f : X + K. The oscillation function : X + [0,«]--  — - -------------------f
is defined by
1 1w (a) := lira sup{ | f (x) -f (y) j : I x~a j  ^—, | y-a | £ —, x,y € X} (a t X)
n^ °° j 
= lim sup{|f(x)-f(a)| : |x-a1 < x £ X} .
n-*°
THEOREM 4.12 Let f e M (X), Then--  w ---
wf(a) = inf lf(z)~f(a)i (a f, X).
z?£a
Proof. For x ^ a we have lf(x)-f(a)| 5 inf Jf(z)~f(a)f and (since a is not
z^ a
isolated)consequently
a) (a) > inf if (z)-f (a) ! .
zj^ a
Conversely, let z ^ a. Then for all x such that |x-al < Iz-al we have
If (x)-f (a) I < | f (z) -f (a) I
SO
ii)f (a) < | f (z) -f (a) i
whence
to_(a) 5 inf [f(z)"f(a) 
f z^ a
THEOREM 4.13 Let f e M (X) , a t* X. If x^x«,... c X, lim x * a (x r a--  w -—  l z n nn-*»
for all n) then lim |f(x )-f(a)| = .---  n rn-*»
Proof. By 4.12 we have lim If(x )-f(a)| S w,_(a). Conversely,
_________ n^° n
lira if(x )-f(a) I i w_(a) is clear from the definition of oj_.n f f
»
5. MONOTONE FUNCTIONS FOR SPECIAL K
We further develop the theory of monotone functions, but now 
we consider the special cases: K is local, k is finite, K has dis­
crete valuation. Also we can sometimes say a little more if we 
assume X to be convex. For the time being, let X be as in Section 4 
(closed, no isolated points). We first collect the results from 
Section 4 in case K is a local field.
THEOREM 5.1 Let K be a local field, and let f e M (X). Then—— -----------------------w ---------
(i) f is^  continuous.
(ii) Xf_ Y e x is_ closed then f (Y) is^  closed.
(iii) If_f(X) is bounded and f is not constant then X 
is bounded.
a e X. Then the following are equivalent 
(a) f is_ not injective at a
£ ill locally constant at a 
(y) f (a) is_ isolated in f (X) .
following conditions are equivalent 
(a) f is_ injective 
(3) f(X) has no isolated points 
(y) f i£ homeomorphism of X onto f(X).
Proof. Obvious corollaries of 4.4, 4.10(i), 4.7, 4.9 (ii).
We now want to derive results for M.~ and M -functions in caseb s
X is convex and K is a local field. First, a lemma that is valid in 
a more general situation.
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LEMMA S. 2 Let the residue class field k of_ K be_ finite. Let X be
convex and let f c M, (X). Then ------------ b ---------
(i) If_ a,b,c *•: X, ia-bi < ia-cI, f(a) ^ f(c) then 
if(a)-f(b)| < If(a)-f(c)I.
(ii) If C c x is^  convex then f (C) i_s convex in f (X) (f 
is weakly Darboux continuous, see 2.5).
(iii) If f is injective, then f  ^M_(X).1 ---  s
Proof, (i) Let B := (x ft K : ! x~a | < | a-c I } . Then B c x and 
f(B) c [f(a)/f(c)]. Define an equivalence relation on B by: x ~ y 
if |f(x)-f(y)| < |f(a)-f(c)|.
Since k is finite we get finitely many equivalence classes 
B ,B , ...,B . Since a f  c we have n 2: 2. The diameter of f(B) equals
1 «  Til
|f(a)-f(c)|, the distance between f(B.) and f(B.) equals |f(a)-f(c)| ^ j
(i  ^j). Since [f(a),f(c)] can contain at most q := x(k) sets having
distances |f (a)-f(c) ! to one another we have n < q, Hence 2  ^n  ^q.
By 2.2 ($), each B. is convex. If x,y e B, and |x-y| were |a-c| thenl l
B. = B, contradicting n £ 2. Thus B is a disjoint union of n balls B , ...,B , i i n
where 2 £ n £ q and |x-y| < |a-cI whenever x,y t B^  (i - l,...,n). It 
follows that n = q and that each B. has the form {xcK: |x-b. | < |a-c|}
1  X
(b, e B) . Hence, if |a-b| < | a-c | then there is i for which a,b »•. B..
“  X
So |f(a)-f{b)i < |f(a)-f(c)l.
(ii) Let a,b c C and let a e f(X) with a c [f(a),f(b)]. We show 
that a f (C) . If f(a) = f(b) this is clear. If f(a) ^ f(b), set 
a = f(x) where x e. X. Then |f(x)-f(a)| < |f(b)-f(a)|. If ]x-a| were 
> |b-ai then f(x) ^ f (a) (since f c: M^ (X)) and by (i) we then had 
lf(b)-f(a)| < if(x)~f(a)|, a contradiction. Hence |x-a| < |b—ai i.e., 
x t' [a,b] c c, so a = f(x) e f (C) .
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(iii) This is clear from (i).
Remark. 5.2 is false if we drop the condition on k, see 2.10.
i
COROLLARY 5.3 Let K be_ a_ local field and let f <: M^ (X) and X convex
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) f e M (X) .s
(3) f is. injective.
(y) f e •
(<5) f (X) has no isolated points.
Proof. 5.2 and 5.1.
THEOREM 5.4 Let K be local field and let X be^  the unit ball of K
(or any bounded convex set, for that matter).
f e M (X) or f e M. (X) then f has bounded difference
s  —  -------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
quotients *
Proof. f is bounded, let M := sup{ (f (x) -f (y) | : x,y e x), It suffices 
to prove that )f(x)-f(0)l < M|x| for all x. Let it e K, |tt| < 1, be a 
generator of the value group. By induction on n we prove:
if |x| = ]ir|n then tf(x)-f(0) ! £ [ tt I nM.
The statement is clear for n = 0. Now suppose the statement is true
for 0,1,...,n-l.
Let x e X, Ict 1 = !ir|n. Then jx-0| < |irn *-0l . If f (7rn S  ^ f(0) we
have either since f e. M (X) or by 5.2 (i)s
I f (x) -f (0) I < If (ltn_1)-£(0) I S | n | n-iM
hence
If (x)~f (0) I < U|nM
If f(itn *) = f (0) then | f (x) -f (0) | < | f (tt11''1 )-f (0) | = 0, so certainly 
| f (x) -f (0) | < | it | nM.
Notes.
(a) 5.4 cannot be extended to the case X = K. In fact, let
f  : <D +  <0 be the map E a  pn *+ £ a  p2n. ( E a  pn t* ç  . ) Then*p L nx ir n^  p
f f~ M, (Q ) but ipnf(p n) I - pn -> °°. bs p
(b) If we loose the condition on K, for example by requiring that 
the valuation is discrete then 3,22 and 2.4(5) show that the 
conclusion of 5.4 is false both for ^-functions and M^-functions 
On the other hand, it is clear from the proof of 5.4 that a 
bounded Ms*-function on X has bounded difference quotients.
(c) One may wonder how difference quotients of M^-functions behave. 
See the example below.
EXAMPLE 5.5 Let p / 2. Then there is an f i- M (2 -*■ 0 ) that has un
V -------------------------------W p p ------- --------
bounded difference quotients.
Proof. Let aQ,a^,... be defined via a := pn (n = 0,1,2,...) and
a2n+l :== 2pfl = Of 1 /2, .. .) . Thus (aQ,a1 ,a2,.. .) = (1, 2,p,p2, 2p2, .. .)
Then i a_ 1  ^ | a. | £ |an |  ^ , lim a =0, ! a -a I = ia ! (n * m) .0 1 l n n m m
Set
“a if |x| = p n (n = 0,1,2,..,) 
f (x); = n (x 2 )
0 if x = 0 P
Then the difference quotients of f are not bounded (for n r U :
_,2n» n , -2n_, 2n. n »« * __ . . , .f (p ) = p , so (p f (p ) i s=s p ->-<*> if n '» “) . We show that
f t: M (3 ) . Since f is continuous it suffices to show that if x,y,z w p
are  ^0, lx-y| < ¡x-zj then 1f(x)-f(y)i < |f(x)-f(z)|. This is clear
if Ix| = !y1 . If |xi < !y !, then ¡x| < Iy * < Iz i. If !xi > Iyi,
then !yl < \x\ < \z'. Let f(x) = a , f(y) = a , f(z) = a.. Then inn m t
both cases n f  m, t < min(n,m) ; ¡f(x)~f(y) | = ¡a -a | < | a. I andn m t
|f(x)-f(z)| = |a -a | - la^ l and we are done.
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On the other hand (how surprising is lifol)
THEOREM 5.6 Let k be the field of two elements» T?ien Mw(X) = M^ iX) .
Proof. We prove that |x-y| = Iy-z| implies lf(x)-f(y)|  ^ !f(y)-f(z)|
(x  ^Yr y 7* z, x,y,z e X) . There is a a K such that |a(x~y) I =
= !a(y~z)| = 1. So since k = , a(x-y) = a(y~z) = 1, whence 
a(x-z) = 0 or |a(x-z)| < 1. Thus, |x-z[ < Ix-yI - ly-z|. Since 
f e M^(X), lf(x)-f(z)| < min(|f(x)-f(y)1, j f (y)-f (z) |) . Consequently, 
|f(x)-f(y)I < max (| f (x)-f (z) I , ff(z)-f(y) f) £ |f(y)-f(z)|.
Of particular interest may be monotone functions mapping convex 
sets onto convex sets.
THEOREM 5.7 Let K be ¡a local field, let X be a bounded open convex
set, and let f : X + X be surjective. Then the following 
are equivalent.
(a} f £ Mb (X)
(3) f <■ Mg(X)
(y) f e Mbs(X)
(6) f is^ ail i some try,
Proof. (a) ->■ (3). Since f (X) has no isolated points, f is a homeo-
-1morphism, by 5.1(v). Then f e M^(X), by 5.3. (3) •+ (y) . f e M^(X).
We just have shown (a) * (3)* so f * c M^ (X) i.e., f e M^(X).
i
(y) (fi)• From the proof of 5.4 we have seen that jf(x)~f(y)[ < Mlx-yl, 
where M = sup!f(x)~f(y)1-1. Hence |f(x)-f(y)1 £ Ix-yI for all 
x,y r X, but by the same token this also holds for f Then f is 
an isometry. (6) (a) is obvious.
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COROLLARY 5.8 Let X be_ an open convex subset of K and f : X -> K, not
constant, f(X) convex. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent.
(а) f c m, (X)D
I
(3) f *: M (X)s
(Y) f  c Mb s (X)
(б) f is a scalar multiple of an isometry.
Proof. If X is bounded then f(X) is bounded and by a linear trans­
formation we can arrange that X = f (X) , The equivalence follows 
easily. If X is unbounded, then X - K, and from 5.1 (iii) we get f (X) 
is unbounded, so f(X) = K. The equivalence of (a) (3) (y) is now 
easy. To prove (y) -+ (6) we may assume f(0) - 0, f (1) = 1. Let 
X^ := {x c K : |x| £ n}. Then fiX^ ) is convex for each n c W , so
there is c such that |f(x)-f(yï | = c ix-yl (x,y e X ). By subn J n n
stituting x = 1, y = 0 we see that c = 1.
Similar to what we did in example 3.3, (3) we try to express the
condition f c M (2 ) into conditions on the coefficients of f withubs p
respect to the orthonormal base en,e,,... of C(2 ). So let theU I p
notations be as in 3.3(3), and suppose first f <: M , (2 ) i.e.ubs p
lx-y! - js-tl |f(x)-f(y)l = ! f (s)-f (t) I . Let n,m c U. If |n-n | =
m-m ' then !f(n)-f(n )I =
we find iA^ j = lA^ j . Let n
f(m)-f(m ) I , so if we write f ~ £A e- n n
a^ +a^ p-h. t ,+a^p (a^  £ 0) then |n-n_l
log n 
log p . We find
if
if
r* Vlog n log m
, lo<3 P.
s * log p_
log n i i-* 0 g t
LlQg p . .los p.
then |À | > ¡An m
then IAn A I.m
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Moreover, if
m mlog n •  *log m
,iog p . log p = k and n-m is ivisible by p i.e.,
n = m then  | f(n )- f(m ) | = ¡A —A j . I f  n>rn then  I f ( n - m )- f (0) | = 
- - n m
An-m An
We have found the first half of
THEOREM 5.9 Let f = U  e c C(2 ). In order that f e M , {2 ) it is--- n n p ------------ubs p ---------—
necessary and sufficient that condition (*) below holds
(*)
I i®. B, strictly decreasing function of log n log p (
log n •V ^log m
.log P. .log P. , n ^ m, n = m implies
tA -A | = [A f — (A [ (n,m e U) 
n m n m
We have shown f e M , (Z )-»■(*) . Now suppose (*) and let |x-y|ubs p
show that |f(x)-f(y)i = I A^ . Now for n < P » 50
f(x)-f(y) = Z A (e (x)-e (y)). Set
2 k n n n Jn^p
= P-k
k+1x : = a ^ a ^ .  . ,+a^ +ak+1P +•-•
k kH* 1
Y  : =  V a l p + - - * + bk p  +bk + lP + * ‘ *
(ak * V
Then
> kn^P
A e (x) n n x k + 
V
X k k+1 +" ‘ a 0 +a p n“ k+1
Z 
> k n>p
A e (y) n n x. k + v k . k+i+"' V  +bk+ip
Now either a^ or is / 0, say, a^ 0. If b^ = 0 then by {*)
E i ,  *  e iy). k n n
n-P
< A
akp
k Z A e (x) ^k n n n>p
, so I f (x) -f (y) | = | A
1 I . If b, / 0 then by (*) |A J = [AiC K, K.p p k  ^ k akp V
= |f(x)-f(y)|
Note. Using similar methods, we can prove: f « EA e is in M. (Z ) ---  n n bs p
if and only if we have (**) for all n,m e XT2
n e XJ) 
«
. We
{**)
log n ... Tiog ni
log p_ [ log P. = k A I < Un m
rinn divisible by p
^  * log n log m
.lo<? P. .log P-
n - m_, n  ^m
A [n = I Am A -A n m
If we assume only that K has a discrete valuation then example 
2.10 shows that theorem 5.7 becomes a falsity. But we do have
THEOREM 5.10 Let X be_ the unit ball of a^ discretely va1ued field. Let
f : X ->• X be_ sur jectivG, f (X) . Then f is_ an_ isometry
Proof. It is clear from previous theory that f is a homeomorphism of
the unit ball. It suffices to show that if(x)-f(y) x-yI for all
x,y g X. (Apply this result also for f 1 Then f is an isometry.)
Let n c K, |n| < 1, be a generator of |k I. We prove by induction
tt 1n then I f (x) -f (0) I < I tt | n I f (1 )-f (0) I .
For n = 0 this is clear. ( |x-0| < |1-0|, so |f(x)-f{0) f(l)-f(0)I)
nSuppose the statement is true for n 1. Let j x | = I tt i . Then
tx-0 | < j un”:L~.0 i ,so I f (x) -f (0) ! < ¡f (7Tn“1)-f (0) | 1 |tt I11“11 f (l)-f (0) | ,
nso |f (x)-f (0) ! 5 I tt ! |f(l)“f(0)| and we are done. (In fact, we have
shown that a bounded M “function has bounded difference quotients.)3
Further, from 4.9 we infer
THEOREM 5.11 Let K have discretc valuation and let f a M^ (X) . Then
the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) f(X) has no isolated points.
(3) f is injective and continuous.
(y) f is a homeomorphism X f (X) .
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Proof. (a)  ^ (y) is 4,9(ii). (y) ■> (ft) is clear, ((i) *• (y) : if f (a) • 
were an isolated point of f(X), then {x : f(x) = f(a)} is open in X, 
Since f is injective {a} is open. But X has no isolated points. Con­
tradiction .
To show that 5.11 may not be true if K has a dense valuation
we construct
EXAMPLE 5.12 Let |K| = [0,°°). Then we construct an M^^-homeomorphism
sending
{x £ K : 4 < 1xI ¿1} onto {x c K : 0 < |xl ¿1}.
Proof. Let $ : [4,1] -> [0,1] be the map x t-#* 2(x~4) (x c (4,1]). For 
each vc (4,1], choose 3^ r K such that 13^ 1 “ Define
f : {xv K : 4 < | x | i lj'^ixe K : 0 < jx| £ l} as follows
f(x) = 3, .X (4 < !xI s 1)
Clearly, |f(x)l = ” $(1x1) € (0,1]. The inverse of f is
—1given by y H' 3^—1(fy[)y' 80  ^ a bijection, Since f can be
* **1defined in the same way as f (only with <J> instead of (f>) it suffices
to show that f c M , Let |x-y! < Ix-zLs
Suppose Ix! > Iz !. Then |x-z i = j x i and jy| = max(|x-yI,[x!) = |x[. 
Then 3|xj = ^|y|' 30 = P^jix-yl and lf(x)-f(z)j = | f (x) |
3jx||x| = 3jxjÌx-z|, so we are done in this case. Suppose |x| < \z\.
Then |x-zj ~ !zl and !y! = max(Ix-y|,Ix|) < |z|. Then |f(x)-f(y) 1 £
max(tf(x)I,!f(y)[) < |f(z)| « |f(z)-f(x)|.
Suppose I x ] = |z|. Then ! y | < max( )x-y | , |x| ) < |x!;,if |y| were < jx|
then 1x-y| = | x | = | z I < |x-z|, a contradiction, so |y| = | x I = |z|,
and lf(x)—f(y)| = 3, .Ix-yI, ¡f(x)-f(z)! «3. .Ix-zI whencelx| 1 !x!
If <x)-f (y) I < If (x)-f (z) I .
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EXAMPLE 5.13 Extend f to a surjection gof {x^ K : ¡xl £ l) onto
itself by defining g(x) - 0 if |x| < 4. We claim that g <• Let
I x*-y |  ^ |x-z|. To check wether jg(x)-g(y)l  ^ ig(x)-g(z)| we only
have to consider the cases |xl < h and |y| > h and |x| >4 and
lyl <4. In the first case, Ix-y! - iyi  ^ Ix-z!, so !z| - max(|z-x|,|x\)
® |z-x| > lyl. Then |g(x)-g(y)| - If(y) j  ^ |f(z)| = lg(z)-g(x)|. In
the second case |g(x)~g(y)i = If(x)\. If |xi < |z| then if(x)| < |f(z)|
Jf(z)-f(x)| = |g(z)-g(x)l. If |x| > |z| then |f(x)| - |g(x)-g(z)|.
If | x f = |z| then !f(x)-f(z)i = 8, ! x-z I £ (3, ,Ix-yI = 3i ilx| = I f {x) IIx |x I lx|
Thus we have found a continuous surjection g : {xf K : | x | S 1} ->
• i ■  i ........................... ....................................  '
(xc K : | x i 5 1}, g c M , such that g = 0 on {x : | x 1 ^4). (Compare 
5.11) .
EXAMPLE 5.14 Let h : {x c K ; | x| £ 1} ■+ K be defined as
h(x)i =
f * (x) if x ^ 0 (f as in 5.12)
0 if x = 0.
Then h is a non-continuous M, -function,-------------- bs ---------
Proof. That h is not continuous at 0 is clear. Further, h, restricted
{x : 0 < Ix| < 1} is in Mbs (see 5.12). Further, since g D h is the
identity (g as in 5.12), we see that h * - M . It suffices to show that
•5
I x-y! = |x-zi implies |h(x)-h(y)| = !h(x)~h(z)| in case 0 c {x,y,z}. 
We may suppose x^y, y ^ z , x ^ z. Let x = 0. Then [y| - |z|, so 
f 1(y)( - If ^(z)! i.e.^  |h(x)-h(y)I = !h(x)-h(z)I. Now let y - 0. 
Then ¡xf = |x-zl. Choose 0 < |tj  ^1 such that |t| < |x|. Then 
¡x-t[ = |x-zI so If 1(x) - f 1(t)! = If (x) ■—f 1(z)| i.e.,
|h(x)I - lh(x)-h(z)|, and we are done.
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6. FUNCTIONS OF BOUNDED VARIATION
sup
x^y
In this section X is the unit ball of K, and BA(X) if : X ~r K :
f (x) ~f(y) 
x-y 3} . Let us define
llfllA := sup{ f (x) -f (y)x-y x,y  ^X, x / y} (f c BA(X)).
It will turn out that, in a natural way, BA(X) can be regarded
as the space of functions of bounded variation, and that | 1[ plays
the role of the total variation.
THEOREM 6.1 Let f : X K. Then the following are equivalent
(a) f t B j(X) .
(3) f is a linear combination of two increasing functions
If [K is^  discrete (a), (6) are equivalent to
(Y) f is the difference of two bounded monotone functions
of some type a.
(6) f r [M (X) il.bs
If K is local field then (<t)-(fi) are equivalent to
(e) f e Em, (x) ].D
(n) f £ Em (x)].s
Proof. We only prove (a) => (3). The rest follows from (5.10), (5.4). 
So let f e: BA(X) and choose X c K such that [ f (x) ~f (y) I < |X| jx-y
(x,y t X, x / y), Then X *f is a pseudocontraction , f (x) *s Xx +
-1 -1 A(X f(x)-x) (x c X)/ where x ** x and x ■ X f(x)~x are increasing
In the real case, we can define for a function [0,1] 3R , of 
bounded variation
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V(f) := inf {Var g + Var h : f = g+h, g,h monotone}.
It is an easy exercise to show that f ■ -*• V (f) is a seminorm on the 
space of all functions of bounded variation and that V is equivalent 
to the total variation Var, defined via
Var f = sup {2|f(x^)-f(x^_^) x0 < X1 <Xn a Partit;*-on [0,1]}.
So in the non-archimedean situation we define for f : X *■ K
J(f) - sup{If(x)-f(y)I : x,y f X}.
(If f is considered to be "monotone" then J(f) can be interpreted as 
the "total variation" of f,J We are led to the following definitions 
for f e BA(X):
Var f := inf{max(j(g),J(h)) : f - g+h, g,h are scalar multiples
of increasing functions}.
(If |K| is discrete) Var^f inf{max J(g),J(h) : f = g+h, g,h are
in m (x)}.
DS
(If K is local) : Var^f := inf{max J(g),J(h) : f = g+h : g,h c M^(X)}
Var^f inf{max J(g),J(h) : f = g+h : g,h 5 M (X) }s
Let us first compare Var f and ||ff|^ . If f = g+h and g,h are
4
scalar multiples of increasing functions we have for x,y r X, x ^ y
f (x) -f (y) S max^ g(x) -g (y) h(x)-h(y)X-y x-y / x-y < max (J (g) , J (h) )
so jlfll s Var f. Conversely, if |X|  ^sup f (x) -f(y) x-y then
f(x) = Xx + A(X f^ixj-x)
whence
o, if: jK1 is dense we have Var f - i!f''. (f * EA(X)). Otherwise
A
we have at least
Var £  ^c !| f !l ^ (f a bA(X)}
(where c is the smallest value > 1) .
If j K| is discrete we clearly have Var^f £ Var f. Conversely, 
let f * g+h, where g,h <z M^tX) * It follows from the proof of 5.10
that
g(x)~g(y)| < Mlx-y!
(x,y t X)
h(x)-h (y) 1  ^N|x-y
where M = sup [ g (x)-g (y) [ - J(g) and N = J(h) .
So
f(x)-f (y) 
x-y < max(J(g),J(h)), whence
f < Var,f, A 1
Similar proofs work for Var^f r Var^f. We have
THEOREM 6.2 The seminorms Var, Var^, Var^ r Var3' 22. (whenever
defined) are all equivalent to I ||^.
12
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